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Abstract

A multilayered Bernoulli beam �nite element, including elasto-plastic material be-

havior of the constituents within a corotational, geometrically nonlinear framework

is applied to investigate the behavior of reinforced concrete structures. The investi-

gation aims at the propagation of the damage induced by the loss of a column and

veri�es whether or not the process of progressive collapse is initiated. For the analy-

sis, the material nonlinearity is represented using unidimensional constitutive laws in

the material layers. The multilayered discretization on the sectional level allows de-

scribing the gradual crushing of concrete, as well as the yielding and breaking of the

reinforcement bars. The behavior of four planar frames is investigated computation-

ally in this work. The �rst structure is a intermediate moment frame (IMF), while

the second one is composed of a three-storey scale model (TSM), both representing

parts of two di�erent buildings in a quasi-static scenario. Computational results

are compared to available experimental data from the literature both in terms of

structural response (load vs. displacements curves) and failure mechanisms. Cate-

nary e�ects are shown to play an important role in the structural behavior and to

contribute to an increase of the load-bearing capacity of the damaged structure. A

computational parametric study is also reported in order to assess how the physical

parameters a�ect the overall structural behavior and to identify the main physical

parameters a�ecting the studied problems. The third and fourth structures are �ve-

storey planar frames, each realistically designed in accordance with the minimum

requirements proposed by the reinforced concrete design/building codes of Europe

and Brazil. Nonlinear dynamic analysis is performed, including elasto-viscoplastic

e�ects. The load combinations considered for progressive collapse analysis follow

the prescriptions of the Department of Defense of the United States. The work veri-

�es if the minimum requirements of the considered codes are su�cient for enforcing

structural safety and robustness, and also points out the major di�erences in terms

of progressive collapse potential of the corresponding designed structures.

KEYWORDS: progressive collapse, reinforced concrete, nonlinear analysis, coro-

tational formulation, multilayer discretization
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Resumo

Este trabalho apresenta um elemento �nito baseado na teoria de Bernoulli com

seção transversal discretizada em camadas, associando elastoplasticidade e não lin-

earidade geométrica em uma formulação corrotacional. A investigação proposta

foca na propagação do dano induzido pela perda de um pilar e veri�ca se o pro-

cesso de colapso progressivo é ou não iniciado. Nesta análise, a não linearidade

física nas camadas da seção transversal é representada utilizando leis constitutivas

unidimensionais. A discretização em camadas permite descrever o esmagamento

gradual do concreto, assim como a plasti�cação e ruptura das barras de armadura.

O comportamento de quato pórticos planos é investigado computacionalmente. Os

dois primeiros (IMF e TSM, abreviaturas para intermediate moment frame e three-

storey scale model) representam partes de edifícios em um cenário quase-estático.

Resultados computacionais são comparados com dados experimentais disponíveis

na literatura em termos de resposta estrutural (curvas carga vs. deslocamento)

e mecanismos de falha. Os resultados mostram que os efeitos catenários afetam

signi�cativamente o comportamento estrutural e contribuem para um aumento da

capacidade suporte da estrutura dani�cada. Um estudo paramétrico computacional

é desenvolvido com a �nalidade de entender como as propriedades dos materiais afe-

tam o comportamento global das estruturas e identi�car quais destas propriedades

tem in�uência crucial nos cenários investigados. A terceira e quarta estruturas são

pórticos planos de cinco andares, cada um idealizado de acordo com as normas

de projeto/construção em concreto armado em vigor na Europa e no Brasil. Uma

análise dinâmica não linear é desenvolvida. A combinação de cargas considerada

para a análise de colapso progressivo segue as prescrições do Departamento de De-

fesa dos Estados Unidos. O trabalho veri�ca se as prescrições mínimas das normas

de concreto armado utilizadas são su�cientes para garantir segurança e robustez

estrutural, além disso, aponta as diferenças em termos de propensão ao colapso pro-

gressivo.

PALAVRAS CHAVE: colapso progressivo, concreto armado, análise não linear,

formulação corrotacional, discretização em camadas
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Progressive Collapse (PC) is a catastrophic structural behavior of buildings that

leads to �nancial losses and regretfully, sometimes to human losses. It happens

when a structural key element is irreversibly damaged, forcing the remaining struc-

ture to redistribute loads which, in turn, leads to the damage of other structural

elements. This cycle of damage-load redistribution can result in the stabilization of

the remaining strucuture or in the total collapse of the building (MARJANISHVILI

[1]).

Provided exceptions, the PC triggering event is usually characterized by its re-

duced magnitude when compared to the actual �nal result. Although the cause of

the initial failure varies from case to case, the following classi�cation applies (MA-

SOERO et al. [2]):

• accidental event - resulting from a coincidence of factors that induces the failure

of one or more key structural elements. These factors can be associated to natural

or human-induced occurrences as, for instance, �ooding, extreme snow/wind load,

earthquakes, gas explosion, car crash, etc.. In some cases, accidental events can

be foretold and have their e�ects mitigated, if not completely eliminated;

• intentional event - previously planned action whose main purpose is to cause the

ruin of a building or part of it. In this case, the PC is not only the result but the

objective of causing the failure of predetermined structural elements. Demolition

processes and terrorist attacks are the most evident examples of intentionally

produced PC.

1



1.1 Cases of Progressive Collapse

The literature provides several examples of progressive collapse around the world.

Three classic examples are described below, along with some cases in Brazil:

• Ronan Point (London, 1968)

Typically residential, Ronan Point apartment building was 64 meters high and its

110 apartments were distributed in 22 �oors which had just been opened for occupa-

tion (Fig.1.1). Stairs and �oors consisted on prefabricated concrete panels, usual to

the Larsen - Nilsen system (PEARSON and DELATTE [3]), and walls were designed

to behave as structural elements.

Fig. 1.1. Ronan Point collapse [4]

The initial failure was accidentally caused by a gas explosion in the kitchen

of apartment 99, located on one of the corners of the building (PEARSON and

DELATTE [3]). Without adequate load-bearing support, the kitchen's �oor and

walls ruined. Thus, the PC characteristic domino e�ect started and lead to the

collapse of the upper �oors (VLASSIS [5]).

The successive redistribution and increasing of loads on the lower �oors, due

to self-weight and impact of the debris, gave continuity to the failure (VLASSIS

[5]). As shown in Fig. 1.1, the modular nature of the constructive system kept the

e�ects of the explosion to one sector of the building, which was later rebuilt. Four

people died as consequence of Ronan Point collapse. Financial losses included the

immediate devaluation of other nearby buildings that used the same constructive

2



system and the premature demolition of the a�ected building and eight identical

others (MITAL et al. [6]).

An investigation group was created to evaluate the structural causes of the failure

and concluded that connections between walls and �oors were not su�ciently strong

to overcome the explosion load. This insu�ciency resulted, among others, from

non-observance of design speci�cations, inadequate quantity of mortar applied to

the joints and excessive torque on screws and bolts (VLASSIS [5]). The explosion

itself was considered to be within the expected magnitude of a domestic incident.

However, the equivalent wind load resulted in a 2% failure probability within 60

years, shorter than the expected lifetime of the structure. Building codes did not

included the assessment of PC potential at that time and modi�cations of the British

building codes were proposed after this event (PEARSON and DELATTE [3]).

• Murrah O�ce Building (USA, 1995)

The 18-year old governmental building was built in reinforced concrete (RC) and

had a projected area of 2045 square meters (Fig. 1.2). Its 40 meters height was

not equally distributed along the nine �oors: the �rst two had total height of 12.2

meters; the ninth �oor, 4.3 meters; the others, 4 meters each. A special transfer

girder made possible the signi�cant height di�erence observed for the �rst �oors,

reducing the load on the columns (VLASSIS [5]).

Once asked what advice he gives young
people, Judge Murrah replied, “Get a good
education. Decide what you want to do.
Whatever you like to do best is exactly the
thing you are fitted for . . . be diligent and
decent . . . don’t begrudge the fact that you
have to work for what you get.  The greatest
rewards in living come from living outside and
beyond one’s self . . . the greatest qualities a
man can have are simplicity and humility.”

In 1977, the new federal building in
Oklahoma City was named in honor of the late
Judge Alfred P. Murrah.  He rose to
prominence despite humble beginnings.
Murrah was orphaned as a young boy, and by
age 13 was stowing away on trains traveling across the country.  A
railroad policeman discovered young Murrah and booted him
from the train in Oklahoma.

Murrah found work milking cows and doing chores on a farm
near Tuttle, Oklahoma.  In exchange, he received room and board.

For spending money, he took a second job at
the town drugstore, and then convinced the
school principal to let him join classes with the
other 13-year-old students – despite his having
attended only through fourth grade at the time.

Working two jobs and studying in between,
Murrah graduated with honors from Tuttle
High School.  He enrolled at the University of
Oklahoma and graduated with honors, and a
law degree, in 1927.  Murrah hung his shingle
in Seminole, then an oil boomtown, prospered
and moved his practice to Oklahoma City.

In 1936, at age 32, Murrah became the
youngest man in history to be appointed U.S.
District Judge.  In 1940, he was elevated to the

10th Circuit Court of Appeals.  He became that court’s Chief
Judge in 1959 and served in that capacity until 1970.

Judge Murrah died in 1975, at age 71.

From Rail to Robe
Alfred P. Murrah

North Façade, Alfred P. Murrah Federal Builiding South Façade & Plaza, Alfred P. Murrah Federal Builiding
Fig. 1.2. Murrah O�ce - before [7]
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The initial failure was intentionally caused by the explosion of a truck carrying

a load of fertilizer, equivalent to 1800 kg of dynamite. The sequential failure that

succeeded the explosion �ts the PC de�nition. Three columns were considerably

damaged, leading to the destabilization of other structural elements and starting

the characteristic PC cycle. The reduced support capacity of these columns and

the resultant incapacity of load redistribution led to the ruin of the upper �oors.

Due to the accumulated load, the transfer girder and adjacent elements collapsed

(VLASSIS [5]).

Besides the damage to approximately 25% of the Murrah O�ce Building (Fig.

1.3), around 300 other buildings were a�ected and 168 people were killed (NPS [8]).

According to HOFFMAN [9], up to 680 million dollars were spent on restructuring

the area, including the demolition of the remaining Murrah O�ce Building, investi-

gation work on the attack and the construction of a nation memorial and museum.

Fig. 1.3. Murrah O�ce - after [10]

After the event, the American Department of Justice decided to elaborate codes

for reinforcing and protecting existing buildings against similar attacks. The Gen-

eral Service Administration (GSA) was in charge of coordinating these studies and

proposed a �ve category classi�cation for government buildings according to the

size, the number of employees and the volume of external access associated to each

building, among others. The resultant report was denominated GSA Security Design

Criteria (GSA [11]) and has been accepted as an evaluation guideline for the safety
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of public building in USA ever since. This guideline included not only design and

building recommendations, but also recommendations on safety systems, operations

and equipments that would allow preventing terrorist attacks, evacuating the place

and assisting the victims (NADEL [12]).

• World Trade Center (USA, 2001)

The �nancial complex known as World Trade Center (WTC) was composed by seven

buildings including the world famous Twin Towers (Fig.1.4), considered the tallest

buildings in the world until 1974 (more than 410 meters each). The weight of each

tower was as high as 500 thousand tons while the wind load was equivalent to 5

thousand tons. Their core consisted on a highly hyperstatic system of 244 steel

columns, de�ning an empty space for hoistways and stairs. The construction of

these buildings in the Manhattan island occurred between 1960 and 1970, consti-

tuting an investment of approximately 350 billion dollars. Private companies and

governmental agencies had o�ces in the WTC, where restaurants, hotels and TV

towers were also installed (FEMA [13]).

Fig. 1.4. Construction of the World Trade Center [14]

The initial failure was caused by a terrorist attack in which hijacked airplanes,

two boeings 767-200ER, were �own into the towers, leading to their ruin. Many

factors composed the critical failure scenario that resulted in the collapse of the

towers as, for example, the impact of the airplanes, the �re caused by fuel explosion,

the increasing and consequent reallocation of loads, etc. The �rst airplane hit the

North Tower between the 94th and the 98th �oors and, 103 minutes latter, the tower
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collapsed (Fig. 1.5). Meanwhile, another airplane hit the South Tower between the

78th and the 84th �oors (Fig. 1.6). The Second Tower also withstood the impact but

collapsed after 56 minutes. The other �ve buildings belonging to the WTC complex

were a�ected by the collapse of the Twin Towers. Besides, other 49 neighbouring

buildings were damaged (FEMA [13]).

Fig. 1.5. Collapse of the North
Tower [15]

Fig. 1.6. Collapse of the South Tower [16]

The economical losses associated to the attack to the WTC were estimated to be

as high as 70 billion dollars, which classi�es the event as one of the largest economical

catastrophes in USA (COPPOLA et al. [17]). O�cial numbers account for more

than 3000 victims. The successful evacuation of the lower levels was only possible

because the towers remained stable for a long time after the attacks, allowing the

removal of 95% of the occupants (FEMA [13]).

Over the years after the attack, many modi�cations were proposed for engineer-

ing, safety and security matters based on the analyses of the event. For instance,

a report from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST [18]) de-

scribes the design, the project, the construction and the maintenance of the WTC

complex, as well as the building codes applied to its construction in the 60's. It also

depicts the attacks and the evacuation procedures, and presents thirty recommen-

dations for improving structural safety, �re safety and well being of the users. In

2008 and 2010, based on NIST's report (NIST [18]), the International Code Council

(ICC) approved 41 changes in international building and �re safety codes (FACIL-

ITIESNET [19]). Although none of these changes addresses the PC of buildings,

one of them can be associated to structural improvement, recommending the use of

�oor slabs with no direct connection with the columns.
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• Progressive Collapse in Brazil

Also in Brazil there were occurrences that can be associated to PC. The failure of

the Real Class (Belem/2011, Fig. 1.7) and the Liberdade (Rio de Janeiro/2012, Fig.

1.8) made the news all over the country. Months after the buildings collapsed, news-

papers pointed out that inappropriate design and poor execution were responsible

for the failure of the former (LIMA [20]), while careless structural modi�cations

were believed to have caused the ruin of the latter (COURI and DEUTSCH [21]).

However, the o�cial reports are not available to the main public, since the cases are

still sub judice.

Fig. 1.7. Real Class: before and after [22]

Fig. 1.8. Liberdade: before and after [23]
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Other examples of PC related occurrences in Brazil are presented below:

• Luiz de Queiroz Building - COMURBA

The partial collapse of the building occurred in Piracicaba/São Paulo, in 1964, killing

54 people. It is considered the �rst engineering disaster in Brazil and, still today, the

causes remain unknown (GARCIA [24]). Figures 1.9 and 1.10 present the before-

after scenario of the once known as COMURBA (Companhia de Melhoramentos

Urbanos).

Fig. 1.9. COMURBA before [25]

Fig. 1.10. COMURBA after [26]

• Palace II Building

The building was located in the city of Rio de Janeiro and collapsed in 1998 (Fig.

1.11). The event, caused by mistakes in both design and construction processes,

killed 68 people. The main cause of the collapse was the failure of undersized

columns (31 out of 41 columns were smaller than what an appropriate design would

require). Minor problems were also identi�ed: insu�cient concrete layer covering

the steel reinforcement bars; lack of steel hooks for anchoring the reinforcement bars;

steel corrosion and high levels of porosity in the concrete (OLIVEIRA [27]).
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Fig. 1.11. Palace II collapse [28]

• Building collapses in Pernambuco

In the last 30 years, more than 15 collapses were registered in the metropolitan

region of Recife, capital of Pernambuco (Fig. 1.12). The Instituto de Tecnologia

de Pernambuco states that 5300 building in that region apply a self-suport assem-

blage method known as caixão (GLOBO [29]). These structures are not always

designed/built by specialized professionals and, most frequently, lay people are re-

sponsible for the complete procedure, from de�ning the architecture and structural

elements to the construction process itself (MELO [30]).

Fig. 1.12. Collapse in Recife [31]

Some of these Brazilian cases are examples of bad, non-professional processes of

design and/or execution. These uncontrolled PC scenarios are composed by unpre-
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dictable variables and are, therefore, di�cult to reproduce. This work, as presented

in the following, focuses on buildings that were correctly designed and executed and

on their behavior to the removal of a column.

1.2 Main Contributions and Originality

This work establishes a direct correlation between a numerical e�ort and quasi-static

experimental studies of PC, which is quite rare in the best knowledge of the author.

The numerical assessment of PC response of two RC structures is proposed. These

experiments were performed by other authors and the experimental data is available

in the literature (LEW et al. [32], YI et al. [33]). Within the signi�cant body of

literature concerning experimental tests, the selection of these structures was made

considering: (i) the amount of available information on the experimental conditions

(geometry, constituent material parameters, loading pattern, PC simulation details)

that would allow the direct numerical representation of the laboratory tests; (ii)

the available information on the experimental structural response, in which di�erent

failure mechanisms and the sequence of their appearance had been clearly identi�ed.

The proposed beam element incorporates geometric nonlinearities in large dis-

placements through the use of a corotational reference system (CRISFIELD [34],

BATTINI [35]). A multilayer discretization on the sectional level (IRIBARREN

et al. [36]) is used for linking strains and stresses and allows accompanying the grad-

ual concrete crushing in the beam depth, as well as the reinforcement bar yielding

and �nal failure. Nonlinear one-dimensional constitutive laws are used to repre-

sent concrete and steel behavior (CEN [37], �b [38, 39]). To the best knowledge

of the authors, the study of PC scenarios under the combination of a corotational

beam formulation and a multilayer cross sectional discretization with the ingredients

presented herein was not used before, and its application along with experimental

comparisons represent an originality in this work.

The majority of works concerning the veri�cation of progressive collapse usually

considers structural designs based on European, North American or Asian Building

codes. A deep literature review shows that the type of progressive collapse veri�ca-

tion proposed here was not attempted before for buildings that follow the structural

recommendations of the Brazilian codes. The application of the resulting compu-

tational tool to the comparison between two structures following di�erent building

codes, European and Brazilian, but having identical architectural geometry is also

an originality of the presented work.
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1.3 Scope of the Thesis

The study of the PC of reinforced concrete buildings is the main subject of this thesis,

which is organized as follows: the second chapter is a bibliographical review, aimed at

discussing PC code provisions and experimental/computational works. The review

focuses on features that directly relate to the formulations described hereafter. The

third chapter describes the implementation of an element, based on the Bernoulli

beam theory. The formulation is derived within a corotational description of the

kinematics of the element which is coupled to a multilayer discretization of the

transverse sectional area. The modeling of the material constitutive behavior is

also presented, as well as the procedures for the solution of the nonlinear dynamic

problem. The fourth chapter consists of a direct correlation of experimental results

selected from the specialized literature and the ones obtained with the application of

the Bernoulli beam element. These results aim at approaching PC via the analysis

of reinforced concrete frameworks that represent portions of realistically designed

buildings. The Bernoulli beam element is also used in the �fth chapter to establish a

comparison of the PC behavior of a building designed in accordance to two di�erent

building codes, EUROCODE [37] and NBR 6118 [40]. Finally, concluding remarks

and perspectives for future works are presented on Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

This chapter presents a bibliographic review concerning experimental and numerical

Progressive Collapse (PC) simulations. It also includes a summary of the building

codes provisions related to the PC of reinforced concrete (RC) buildings. The cri-

teria adopted to construct this chapter was identifying works that somehow share a

connection to the formulation and/or simulation proposed herein.

2.1 Experimental Approaches

Experimental e�orts are specially interesting because they allow the investigation

of the true behavior of the materials in the structures. Another advantage comes

from the fact that this approach makes it possible to observe the sequencing of

events that leads to the �nal collapse. Experimental tests also have the advantage

of re�ecting the coupling of many di�erent e�ects in one source, which means that

the test models behavior is very similar to the behavior of the structures built in

everyday practice. Besides, experimental PC analysis permits the examination of

outcomes whose occurrence is naturally random as, for instance, the disposition of

the debris.

However, these same advantages may constitute the main disadvantages of the

experimental analysis. First, the behavior of one model is very unique and strictly

refers to that speci�c model. The general conclusions are usually inferred from

that behavior and extrapolated to other models. This re�ects another limitation:

practical complications implied in building and destroying experimental specimens

make this type of investigation impossible to perform systematically for a large

range of structures. This disadvantage justi�es the e�orts employed on modelling of

PC computationally (GOUVERNEUR et al. [41]). In addition, since all e�ects are

coupled, it is di�cult to isolate one for investigating its in�uence in the �nal results.

Finally, the experimental approach is expensive due to the necessary amount of time,

space, human and, of course, �nancial resources that are required.
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In recent years, a large number of experimental studies were carried out to in-

vestigate how RC frame structures behave when subjected to column failure. On

one hand, some of these works are focused on studying the dynamic response of the

whole building when one or more vertical supports are suddenly removed by blast

loading (SASANI et al. [42, 43]). However, the initiation of collapse can also be

performed by slow column demolition, taking into account only the static behav-

ior of the structure (KOKOT et al. [44]). Other experimental studies are focused

on investigating only the behavior of a part of a structure, usually a beam-column

assemblage subjected to column loss (LEW et al. [32], YI et al. [33], QIAN and LI

[45], SADEK et al. [46], SU et al. [47], SASANI and KROPELNICKI [48]). In this

case, the removal of the vertical support is usually performed in a quasi-static man-

ner by applying a monotonically increasing displacement (monotonically decreasing

reaction force) at the connection with the failed member.

LASKAR et al. [49] used piezoceramic-based devices (smart aggregates) to mon-

itor and locate the formation of plastic hinges (PH) in a two-story RC frame. The

author stresses that, in a PH based analysis, the information on the quantity, lo-

cation and maximum deformation capacity of these PH constitutes information on

the structural failure itself and, consequently, on the PC of the structure. Results

assured the e�ectiveness of the smart aggregates as monitoring tools.

The experimental investigations of YU and TAN [50] on RC sub-assemblages

aimed at comparing structures that were designed with and without seismic detail-

ing. The adopted instrumentation allowed observations at three di�erent geometric

levels: structural level, sectional level and �ber level (points on the cross section).

The authors demonstrate that structural resistance increases with the development

of compressive arch action and catenary e�ects.

GOUVERNEUR et al. [41] point out that experimental tests focusing on mem-

brane actions in slabs are much more common then the ones concerning catenary

actions and propose a setup for testing RC hyperstatic strips. The results con�rm

that catenary e�ects increase the structural robustness, enhance the load-bearing

structural capacity and, therefore, help mitigating the occurrence of progressive

collapse in RC structures.

Progressive collapse and membrane actions in RC concrete beams are also experi-

mentally investigated by FARHANGVESALI et al. [51]. The authors study the in�u-

ence of varying the transversal/longitudinal reinforcement ratio, the maximum com-

pressive strength of concrete and the e�ects of strain penetration. Strain penetration

of longitudinal reinforcement bars, also known as bond-slip, �causes a pinching ef-

fect in the column's hysteresis�, reducing its sti�ness and increasing the deformation

in dynamic scenarios (KO and PHUNG [52]). The results of FARHANGVESALI

et al. [51] show that the peak load capacity of RC beams is not strongly a�ected by
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variations of either the longitudinal reinforcement ratio or the con�guration of the

transversal reinforcement, provided minimum requirements are met. Signs of strain

penetration were identi�ed in the experiment and were shown to a�ect the sti�ness

of the beams. In view of the results, the authors point out that strain penetration

should be taken into account when estimating initial sti�ness and loading capacity

of RC beams.

2.2 Numerical Modelling

The number of works related to the numerical investigation of the progressive col-

lapse of RC structures is large and include an extensive variation of objectives within

the theme. Marjanishivilli [1] divides PC numerical analysis methods in four groups:

linear static, nonlinear static, linear dynamic and nonlinear dynamic. In an ex-

perimental program, dynamic and nonlinear e�ects are always convoluted and the

various e�ects which are involved in the PC (plasticity, vibrations, concrete crush-

ing, steel breaking, etc.) are coupled, making it di�cult to individually study the

behavior of structures following the classi�cation proposed by Marjanishivilli [1].

On the other hand, numerical approaches present the advantage of allowing several

simulations in a relatively short period of time and at signi�cantly reduced cost

with respect to the experimental approaches. This advantage also allows paramet-

ric studies to be performed for a deeper understanding of the structural behavior of

the models and for studying the in�uence of isolated material parameters without

requiring a new test specimen for each of the variations of the studied parameter.

Considering that RC is a composite material exhibiting important microstruc-

tural e�ects related to the reinforcement, the response of RC frames is strongly

dependent on the reinforcement scheme and steel quantity. Besides, isolating the ef-

fects of concrete crushing, steel yielding and/or steel fracture is important although

their separate in�uence is usually di�cult to capture. Multiscale approaches are a

natural way of incorporating features of the material microstructure in the numeri-

cal assessment of the progressive collapse of RC structures. The layer discretization

of a section, i.e., dividing the transversal section of the element into layers, for nu-

merical computation, is an example of multilevel analysis. These approaches have

been used in di�erent contexts of RC analysis, as for example, by SPACONE et al.

[53, 54], who presents a �ber beam-column element for nonlinear dynamic analysis

considering cyclic combinations of bending moments and axial forces. The authors

propose a general algorithm for, given the end deformations of an element, obtaining

the sti�ness matrix and the resisting forces. Another nonlinear �ber beam element,

this time accounting for cyclic bending and shear, is proposed by PETRANGELI

et al. [55] and PETRANGELI [56]. The importance of having an e�cient integration
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of sectional forces and deformations along the length of the element is stated and,

based on that statement, a strain �eld method is presented. Strain �eld methods

are used to describe the deformation of a given solid and, according to BIAN et al.

[57], assume:

• solid objects with no voids;

• material homogeneity and isotropy;

• stresses in the undeformed state are equal to zero;

• deformations are small and proportional to the applied forces;

• if forces are removed, the body returns to the undeformed con�guration.

A multi�ber element for three-dimensional analysis of RC structures is brought

by MAZARS et al. [58]. The element is based on the Timoshenko beam theory and

includes the uncoupled e�ects of shear and torsion. The introduction of warping in

the nonlinear analysis of beams under torsion is shown to positively alter the results

in terms of torque-rotation evolution. Long-term deformations of RC structures is

addressed by BACINSKAS et al. [59], who proposed a layer-based technique for the

evaluation of concrete crushing, creep, tension-sti�ening and shrinkage in a time-

dependent analysis. A combination of the Timoshenko beam theory, the multilayer

discretization and the Modi�ed Compression Field Theory (MCFT) was proposed

by STRAMANDINOLI and LA ROVERE [60] in order to consider shear e�ects and

the transversal reinforcement. The MCFT was based on experimental testing of

RC panels loaded and used for predicting the behavior of these panels under pure

shear or shear/axial stress (BENTZ et al. [61]). STRAMANDINOLI and LA RO-

VERE [60] call the attention to the fact that the Timoshenko beam model usually

demands more computational e�ort, which is a result of a higher number of itera-

tions at each loading step. Despite their particularities, these multi�ber/multilayer

works also have in common the practice of validating their results by using, at least,

one experimental-numerical comparison. Therefore, the literature shows that multi-

�ber approaches apply physically-based models, allowing for direct comparison with

experimental data.

There are cases in the literature in which the the plastic hinge method (PHM) is

applied to the PC analysis of reinforced concrete buildings (KOKOT et al. [44, 62]).

However, according to IRIBARREN [63], layer/�ber discretization may be preferable

if one considers the main limitations of the PHM, among others:

• the need to de�ne a priori cross sectional properties and generalized constitu-

tive laws as well as the position of the hinges, making it unpractical to perform
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parametric studies, i.e., di�erent bending moment versus curvature relationships

(M(χ)) have to be postulated for all di�erent cross sections in the structure;

• constrained plastic strain evolution, since the position of the hinges and their

behavior are usually, but not always, set a priori ;

• the di�culties for representing complex coupled e�ects, as theM(χ) relationships

usually postulated remain largely independent of the axial force, for instance.

Some of the already discussed experimental works show that geometric nonlinear-

ities have an important role in the analysis of PC (GOUVERNEUR et al. [41], YU

and TAN [50], FARHANGVESALI et al. [51]). Other numerical investigations also

focus on the impact of nonlinear geometric e�ects on the collapse of structures.

BAO et al. [64] presented a simpli�ed macromodel-based approach to investigate

RC large displacement framework. Discrete nonlinear springs were used for simu-

lating the connections between beams and columns. The work a�rms the viability

of macromodeling approaches in opposite to detailed �nite-element analysis. How-

ever, the authors state that this success is dependent on the careful calibration of

the spring properties and, consequently, the macromodel itself. According to the

authors, this calibration is still a challenge since no su�cient experimental data is

available. DAT and HAI [65] numerically investigated the membrane e�ect on a

beam-slab structure after the loss of a penultimate-internal column. Sixteen cases,

which di�er in terms of restraining boundary conditions and reinforcement schemes,

were analysed. Results show that the membrane e�ect (and also the catenary ef-

fect) has signi�cant in�uence on enhancing the load-bearing capacity of beam-slabs

substructures, in some cases, doubling the �exural capacity.

ELKOLY and EL-ARISS [66] proposed a cable scheme for mitigating the oc-

currence of progressive collapse in RC buildings. The system of plastic cables is

positioned laterally to the beams and aims to strengthen the structure by taking

advantage of the catenary e�ects. The authors justify the choice for plastic cable

based on their lighter weight when compared to steel cables/rods and also on their

high resistance to corrosion and other chemical attacks. Besides, the cables are not

post tensioned, allowing their use on the reinforcement of pre-existing structures.

Parametric studies were performed considering di�erent types of cables, cable ge-

ometries and cable systems. The numerical analyses show that the proposed cable

systems are successful in improving structural behavior associated to column loss.

KEYVANI et al. [67] demonstrated the increase of the punching strength as an

e�ect of the compressive membrane actions in RC slabs. Experimental data from

the literature were used to validate the numerical developments. The work shows

that analysis based on fully restrained slabs tends to overestimate the enhancement

of punching strength and that the anchorage of tensile bars in experimental works
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might not correspond to the ones practiced for real-life structures, also leading over-

estimation of the punching strength.

XU and LIU [68], who speci�cally investigate the PC of RC frames caused by

explosions, calls the attention to the complexity of the structural response involving

blast loads and the consequent shock waves interactions. According to the authors,

two stages can be identi�ed: the failure of key elements and the following structural

response to that failure. It is concluded that the instantaneous removal of the failure

members a�ected by explosion is feasible in numerical simulations. Besides, the work

reveals the importance of strengthening structural connections as a PC mitigation

practice. No information is given on the numerical method used for modelling the

problem.

MASOERO et al. [2] investigate the behavior of RC frames after the removal of

a column in terms of �nal collapse extent and fragment size distribution. Paramet-

ric studies relating cross sectional size, reinforcement ratio/arrangement and plastic

capacity of the structural members are presented. Asymmetric arrangement of the

reinforcement is shown to contribute to partial localized structural failure. The work

shows that, when considering slender structural elements, the lower the plastic ca-

pacity, the larger is the damage propagation due to fragment depositing and cutting

of ground columns. The same is not necessarily true for more robust columns. On

the other hand, lower plastic capacity also contributes to smaller sized fragments

which might be an advantage in the case of controlled demolition.

2.3 Building Codes Provisions on Progressive Col-

lapse

Di�erent building codes are used worldwide to de�ne the rules for building in re-

inforced concrete. Some of these building codes provide information on how to

mitigate the risks related to progressive collapse, as exempli�ed in the following.

Nevertheless, none of these codes imposes nor indicates any method for numerical

analyses.

The American Concrete Institute (ACI [69]) does not namely address the prob-

lem of the PC of reinforced concrete buildings. However, section `7.13 Requirements

for Structural Integrity' is aimed at presenting ways of improving integrity by im-

proving structural redundancy and ductility. ACI [69] recommends, for instance,

the continuity of at least two beam tension reinforcements, which contributes to

the development of catenary actions and to a better distribution of the load after

localized failure. In order to guarantee adequate continuity of the reinforcement, the

code also prescribes appropriate positioning of splices, when those are necessary.
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Section `1.4 General Structural Integrity' on American Society of Civil Engi-

neers' ASCE [70] provides guidelines to obtain minimum interconnectivity between

structural elements and to create a lateral force-resisting system to make buildings

able to withstand the design loads and to remain stable after unforeseen events

such as �res, explosions and vehicular impact. Since Section `2.5 Load Combination

for Extraordinary Events' speci�es that the code applicability does not include dis-

proportionate collapse, it is understood that the code directly applies to localized

failure only. The understanding is correct when compared to the the `Commentary'

section of the same document (non-mandatory), in which it one reads: `ASCE does

not intend, at this time, for this standard to establish speci�c events to be considered

during design or for this standard to provide speci�c design criteria to minimize the

risk of progressive collapse'.

The `Commentary' section on ASCE [70] also makes a distinction between the

direct and the indirect approaches for mitigating the occurrence of PC. The direct

approach assumes that the structure is explicitly designed to overcome the loss of

a structural member (Alternate Path Method-APM) or the e�ects of an abnormal

load applied to an speci�c point of the building (Speci�c Local Resistance Method

- SLRM). As for the indirect approach, however, a set of qualitative procedures is

de�ned to obtain minimum levels of strength, continuity and ductility. These pro-

cedures include, for instance, de�ning a good plan layout, compartmentalizing the

structure, designing redundant structural systems and accounting for the catenary

actions of the �oor slabs.

Buildings are classi�ed by the Department of Defense of the United States (DoD)

into four categories (DoD [71]), according to the occupancy level proposed by DoD

[72]. The Occupancy Level was introduced in 2013 as a substitute to the former

Protection Level, becoming the reference for identifying the required level of PC

design. From the lowest to the highest occupancy levels (I to IV), di�erent design

requirements are proposed, including the application of the APM and the SLRM

or, as de�ned by DoD [72], Enhanced Local Resistance Method (ELRM). For some

structures, the document also prescribes the application of the Tie Force Method

(TFM), which requires the building to be mechanically tied together in order to cre-

ate alternative load paths and produce the adequate continuity and ductility via the

�oor/roof systems. The document stipulates speci�c requirements and load combi-

nation schemes for each of the three methods and also considers their application to

di�erent materials as, for example, wood, reinforced concrete and steel. Other im-

portant modi�cations were added to DoD [71] in 2013: an Appendix with key terms

and concepts of structural analysis, inclusion of increase factors for static models and

the replacement of the Additional Ductility Requirements for the already mentioned

ELRM.
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The 2013 version of `GSA Progressive Collapse Analysis and Design Guidelines

for New Federal O�ce Buildings and Major Modernization Projects ' (GSA [73]) is,

as it describes itself, an attempt to `bring alignment within the industry by reducing

incongruities between GSA and DoD methodologies' (GSA [74]). A description of

which structural elements are to be removed in a PC analysis, including cases where

multiple removal must be considered and minimum redundancy requirements for

withstanding the element removal are included in GSA [74].

In this new version of GSA [73], the guidelines no longer include the Tie Force

Method or the Enhanced Local Resistance Method and are almost entirely based on

the Alternate Path Method proposed by DoD [71] for di�erent materials. Another

signi�cant di�erence in relation to the 2003 version is that GSA [74] is now threat

dependent and should be used in parallel with the American Interagency Security

Committee's ISC [75] and the blast criteria GSA [76]. The latter prescribes de-

tailed information on implementing explosions and on PC requirements but it is not

available to the general public.

Section `10.3 Estados Limites Últimos (ELU)' on NBR 6118 [40] speci�cally es-

tablishes that the safety of reinforced concrete structures must always be veri�ed

against: the limit states related to the depletion of the resistant capacity in the

complete structure (and in its individual structural elements) considering, among

others, the geometrically nonlinear e�ects; the limit states caused by dynamic loads

and; the progressive collapse limit state. NBR 6118 [40] also de�nes the appropri-

ate �exural reinforcement and the minimum tie length (lb) for guaranteeing local

structural ductility against progressive collapse (FIG. 2.1).

According to NBR 6118 [40], the adequate reinforcement area (Ωsteel) must com-

ply with:

Ωsteel fyd = FSd (2.1)

where fyd is design yield limit stress and FSd is the design reaction force. As shown

in FIG. 2.1, the minimum tie length is supposed to be added to the quantity C or

C ′ values, which depend on the cross section of the column. These speci�cations are

made only for �exural reinforcement of RC slabs and other structural components

with wcross ≥ 5dcross, where wcross and dcross are the cross sectional width and useful

height, respectively. These characteristics usually do not apply to either RC beams

or columns.

Section `5.1 Processos de cálculo' on NBR 9062 [77] states that special measures

concerning the general structural organization and the constructive details must be

taken in order to prevent the PC of precast concrete structures. Nonetheless, these

special measures are neither de�ned nor speci�ed. The complementary documents
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Fig. 2.1. Reinforcement against Progressive Collapse

indicated by NBR 6118 [40] and NBR 9062 [77] are vague on the PC subject or

make no reference to the problem.

EUROCODE [78] de�nes load values and load combinations to be considered in

the design and analysis of civil engineering works. It is divided into four parts that

cover loads of di�erent nature (self-weight, �re, wind, snow, tra�c loads, etc.). EU-

ROCODE [78] also �provides strategies and rules for safeguarding civil engineering

works against ... accidental actions�, including the progressive collapse of buildings

due to the impact of cars and internal explosions, among others. These strategies

are based on identi�ed accidental actions and on limiting the extent of localised

failure (FIG. 2.2), which is shown in FIG. 2.3.  
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Fig. 2.2. Accidental design scenarios and strategies

Depending on the consequences of their failure, buildings are classi�ed by EU-

ROCODE [78] as CC1, CC2 or CC3, which stand for low, medium and high con-

sequence class, respectively. As seen on Table 2.1, di�erent approaches are recom-

mended for each one of these classes.
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Fig. 2.3. Damage extension - adapted from [79]

2.4 Arti�cially Accounting for the Presence of Stir-

rups and Con�nement E�ect

Concrete strength is a determinant factor in high building and/or seismic designed

RC structures. The use of high strength concrete in these cases is justi�ed since it

usually results in smaller cross sectional areas and, therefore, lower self-weight loads.

However, high strength concrete tends to present lower ductility when compared

to general-use concrete, as explained by HUSEM and PUL [80]. Many authors

have addressed the relationship between the transverse reinforcement ratio and the

improvement of concrete properties as maximum compressive strength and ductility.

The recent work of ELKOLY and EL-ARISS [66] in the PC �eld applies a multiplying

factor of 1.2 to scale up concrete stress-strain relationship. In this work, the same

value is used to arti�cially account for the presence of stirrups and their con�nement

e�ect on concrete compressive strength. The following works support this choice.

HUSEM and PUL [80] present the results of testing 36 prismatic RC specimens.

The specimens were reinforced in both directions (longitudinal and transversal) in

order to investigate how the arrangement of those reinforcements in�uences concrete

strength and ductility. The �ndings show that these properties are lowered by the

increasing of the distance between the steel transverse reinforcement bars (con�ne-

ment e�ect). In the other hand, concrete strength was up to 19% higher when this

distance was shortened.

The results of HUSEM and PUL [80] are in agreement with MANDER et al. [81],

who proposed a stress-strain model for predicting the behavior of uniaxially loaded
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RC specimens with di�erent shapes and reinforcement schemes. The e�ects of cyclic

loading is taken into account, as well as the e�ects of the rate of change in strain

with respect to the time (also known as strain-rate e�ects). Examples provided by

MANDER et al. [81] show how concrete compressive strength increases with more

than 16.0% in monotonically loaded specimens. Meanwhile, when strain-rates are

considered, the model provides an increase of 27.0% for the concrete compressive

strength and initial sti�ness, and a reduction of 13.0% in the value of strain related

to the maximum compressive stress. The results obtained with the theoretical model

re�ected the ones presented in MANDER et al. [81]. The authors point out how dif-

ferent con�nement scenarios contribute to the strengthening of concrete. The better

performance of circular columns over rectangular and squared ones is analytically

predicted and experimentally proven by the authors.

E�ects of concrete con�nement are also present when using welded reinforce-

ment grids as transverse reinforcement. This improvement is demonstrated by the

experimental results of SAATCIOGLU and GRIRA [82]. Di�erent con�gurations

were chosen for the grids (4 and 9 cells) and for the longitudinal reinforcement (4,

8, 12 and 20 bars) welded together. The authors report the higher deformability of

columns with 9-cell grids and similar behavior of the columns when the position of

the longitudinal bars is varied. Last, the authors present welded grids as a faster

and economic alternative to be employed in the construction of seismic structures.

However, increasing the transverse reinforcement ratio is not always the solution

for obtaining more ductile and stronger RC elements. HO et al. [83] analytically

demonstrated that concrete con�nement has bene�cial impact on enhancing the

�exural ductility of columns but also demonstrated that this enhancement decreases

for higher strength concretes or in the presence of high axial load levels. These results

are in agreement with the numerical ones from BHOWMICK et al. [84]. Some other

results from BHOWMICK et al. [84] were: the con�nement is more e�ective with

grids as transverse reinforcements, bettering the performance of columns as the

number of grid cells increases; the distribution of longitudinal reinforcement also

contributes to con�ning the concrete; as in the experiments of MANDER et al. [81],

circular columns present better performance.
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Table 2.1

Consequence classes and recommended approaches

Class Example* Recommended approach

CC1
single occupancy houses

not exceeding 4 storeys

no speci�c consideration except to ensure

stability and minimum robustness

CC2 - lower risk hotels not exceeding 4 storeys

provision of horizontal ties for

framed constructions

(simpli�ed analysis by static equivalent models)

CC2 - upper risk
hotels greater than 4 storeys

but not exceeding 15 storeys

provision of horizontal and vertical ties,

or alternatively, veri�cation of stability and

local damage extension upon the notional

removal of each supporting column

and each beam supporting a column

(simpli�ed analysis by static equivalent models)

CC3
all buildings that exceed the limits

of storeys covered by CC2

systematic risk assessment considering

both foreseeable and unforeseeable hazards

(dynamic analyses, nonlinear models and the interaction

between loads and structure may be required)

* see EUROCODE [78], for additional examples
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Chapter 3

Computational Developments

The formulations proposed herein are applicable for plane frames and couple a mul-

tiscale computation of sectional stresses (IRIBARREN [63]) to geometrically nonlin-

ear kinematics, based on a corotational Bernoulli beam formulation. The derivation

of the internal force vector and structural sti�ness matrix, necessary to solve the

nonlinear problem using a Newton-Raphson scheme1, is presented in the following.

The multilayered discretization of the element's cross section is described, as well

as the return mapping for the plastic problem and the dynamic integration proce-

dures. The adopted material stress-strain relationships at the level of constituents

and the inclusion of the strain rate e�ects2 are also discussed.

3.1 Corotational Beam Formulation

In a corotational formulation, strains and stresses are obtained in an individual

reference system (x, z) attached to the beam element (Fig. 3.1), instead of in a

global, structural reference system (X,Z). This approach allows decoupling the rigid

body rotation from the beam deformation in a natural way. Similar developments

of geometrically nonlinear beam formulations were used in BATTINI [35], with a

di�erent cross sectional stress integration scheme for mono-material steel beams.

Another similar formulation can be found in CRISFIELD [34], who assumed linear

material behavior and a di�erent local displacement de�nition.

1Partially developed during the participation of the reseacher on the Programa de Doutoramento
Sanduíche no Exterior, at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, in Brussels/Belgium.

2Previously developed by IRIBARREN [63]
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Fig. 3.1. Corotational reference system and kinematic variables

The displacement components in the global reference system and in the local

reference system can be identi�ed on Fig. 3.1 and are given by:

qT
global =

{
u1 w1 θ1 u2 w2 θ2

}
(3.1)

qlocal
T =

{
ū θ̄1 θ̄2

}
(3.2)

In the same �gure, the angles α, β, β0 denote respectively the rigid body rotation

of the element, the current angle between the element and the global reference

system, and the original value of this angle in the undeformed con�guration. In the

corotational system, the element axial displacement and the rotations are denoted

by ū, θ̄1 and θ̄2, respectively. The nodal coordinates of the element in the global

reference system are denoted by (X1, Z1) and (X2, Z2) and the following relations

can be derived for β0 and β in terms of nodal coordinates and displacements:

co = cos βo =
1

L
(X2 −X1) (3.3a)

so = sin βo =
1

L
(Z2 − Z1) (3.3b)

c = cos β =
1

lf
(X2 −X1 + u2 − u1) (3.3c)

s = sin β =
1

lf
(Z2 − Z1 + w2 − w1) (3.3d)

where L and lf are the undeformed and the deformed element lengths. These
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relations de�ne the rigid body rotation angle by:

α = β − β0 (3.4)

The following trigonometric relationships are valid:

sinα = cos− soc (3.5a)

cosα = coc− sos (3.5b)

From the beam length change and the angles β0 and β, the displacements in the

local frame are computed as: ūθ̄1
θ̄2

 =

lf − Lθ1 − α
θ2 − α

 =

 lf − l
θ1 − β − β0
θ2 − β − β0

 (3.6)

The local displacement vector obtained in Eq. 3.6 is energetically conjugated to

the following local internal force vector:

flocal,int =
{
N̄ M̄1 M̄2

}T

(3.7)

where the normal force N̄ is constant along the length of the element, while the

moments M̄1 and M̄2 are applied to the nodes (1 and 2), respectively.

The global internal force vector, associated to the global displacements, is given

as a function of the local internal force vector:{
fX
1 fZ

1 c1 fX
2 fZ

2 c2

}T

= TT
{
N̄ M̄1 M̄2

}T

(3.8)

where the indexes (1, 2) denote the node numbers. The derivation of this transfor-

mation matrix (T) is quite simple (CRISFIELD [34], BATTINI [35]) and gives:

T =
[
1 1�lf

1�lf

]−c −s 0 c s 0

s −c 1 s c 0

s −c 0 s c 1

 (3.9)

In order to use a Newton-Raphson procedure for solving the structural equilib-

rium problem, the consistent tangent sti�ness matrix (K) of the beam �nite element

is required. This matrix is de�ned as the derivative of the global internal forces with
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respect to the variation of the global displacements:

δfglobal,int = δ
(
TT flocal,int

)
= TT δflocal,int + N̄δt1 + M̄1δt2 + M̄2δt3 (3.10)

where tj is the j − th row of the transformation matrix T.

Di�erentiation of the tj-vectors yields:

δt1 = δr (3.11a)

δt2 = δt3 = −δz
lf

+
zδlf
l2f

(3.11b)

where the quantity δlf and the auxiliary vectors δr and δz are given by

δlf =
[
−c −s 0 c s 0

]T
δqglobal (3.12a)

δr =
[
s −c 0 −s c 0

]T
δβ (3.12b)

δz = −
[
−c −s 0 c s 0

]T
δβ (3.12c)

The angle β is obtained from Eqs. 3.3 and the quantity δβ can be represented

as:

δβ =
zT

lf
δqglobal (3.13)

Substituting now the Eq. 3.13 into Eqs. 3.12 and applying the result to Eqs.

3.11 yields:

δt1 =
zzT

lf
δqglobal (3.14a)

δt2 = δt3 =
1

l2f

(
rzT + zrT

)
δqglobal (3.14b)

where

r =
[
−c −s 0 c s 0

]T
(3.15a)

z =
[
s −c 0 −s c 0

]T
(3.15b)
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Substituting Eqs. 3.14 into Eq. 3.10 gives:

δfglobal,int = TT δflocal,int +

[
N̄

zzT

lf
+
(
M̄1 + M̄2

) 1

l2f

(
rzT + zrT

)]
δqglobal (3.16)

The �rst term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.16 is given by:

TT δflocal,int = TTKlocalδqlocal = TTKlocal(Tδqglobal) (3.17)

The matrix Klocal is introduced as the local sti�ness matrix and only depends on

the material constitutive properties and the initial geometrical characteristics. The

derivation of Klocal is discussed in the next sections.

The di�erentiation of the global internal force vector can �nally be expressed as:

δfglobal,int =

[
TTKlocalT + N̄

zzT

lf
+
(
M̄1 + M̄2

) 1

l2f

(
rzT + zrT

)]
δqglobal (3.18)

which de�nes the global consistent sti�ness matrix (Kglobal) as

Kglobal = TTKlocalT︸ ︷︷ ︸
KM

+ N̄
zzT

lf
+
(
M̄1 + M̄2

) 1

l2f

(
rzT + zrT

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

KG

(3.19)

where KM is associated to the changes to the material while KG relates to the

geometry changes.

3.2 Corotational Multilayered Bernoulli Beam Ele-

ment

The Bernoulli beam element is based on the classical assumption that plane sections

remain plane and normal to the longitudinal axis after deformation. Three Gauss

points distributed along the length of the element de�ne reference sections as in

IRIBARREN [63]. These sections are discretized in a �nite number of layers which,

on their turn, are used in a �nite summation for obtaining the local internal force

vector (flocal,int) and the local sti�ness matrix (Klocal).

3.2.1 Local displacement interpolation and strain components

For this element, the axial (ulocal) and vertical (wlocal) displacements are interpolated

along its length in the corotated system of coordinates (x, z), using linear and cubic
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shape functions (BATTINI [35]), respectively:

ulocal =
x

l
ū (3.20a)

wlocal = x
(

1− x

l

)2
θ̄1 +

x2

l

(x
l
− 1
)
θ̄2 (3.20b)

The axial strain (ε̄) and curvature (χ) are obtained by derivation of Eqs. 3.20

and are recast in the vector of generalized strains:

Egen =

[
ε̄

χ

]
=

[
∂ulocal

∂x
∂2wlocal

∂x2

]
(3.21)

Based on these relationships, the total axial strain (ε) at a given beam depth (z)

of a section at the longitudinal position x (Fig. 3.2), is equal to:

ε(x, z) =
∂ulocal
∂x

− χz =
ū

l
− z

[(
6
x

l2
− 4

l

)
θ̄1 +

(
6
x

l2
− 2

l

)
θ̄2

]
(3.22)

Fig. 3.2. Displacements of a Bernoulli beam

3.2.2 The local internal force vector

The distribution of the total axial strain (ε (z)) on the element cross sectional area

(acor), at a �xed axial position (x) in the corotated axes, is work-conjugate to the

one-dimensional normal stress distribution (σ (z)). This normal stress is used for

obtaining the stress resultants in the section at a given axial position x, as follows:

N =

∫
acor

σ da (3.23a)

M = −
∫

acor

σz da (3.23b)
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where, N is the normal force,M is the bending moment and z is the vertical distance

of a point with respect to the cross sectional gravity center (Fig. 3.3). Given the

layer strains, a multilayer approach is used to compute the stress resultants, as will

be explained in details in the next section.

Fig. 3.3. Sectional bending moment and normal force

The internal work can be expressed as an integral over the element volume in

the corotated local axes (vcor):

Wint =

∫
vcor

σ δε dv (3.24)

which, after introducing Eq. 3.22, becomes

Wint =

∫
vcor

σ

{
δū

l
− z

[(
6
x

l2
− 4

l

)
δθ̄1 +

(
6
x

l2
− 2

l

)
δθ̄2

]}
dv (3.25)

Equation 3.25 is valid for all sets of
(
δū, δθ̄1, δθ̄2

)
. Thus, the conjugated internal

forces read:

N̄ =

∫
vcor

σ

l
dv =

∫
l

N

l
dl (3.26a)

M̄1 = −
∫

vcor

σz

(
6
x

l2
− 4

l

)
dv =

∫
l

M

(
6
x

l2
− 4

l

)
dl (3.26b)

M̄2 = −
∫

vcor

σz

(
6
x

l2
− 2

l

)
dv =

∫
l

M

(
6
x

l2
− 2

l

)
dl (3.26c)

to which a Gauss numerical integration scheme is applied, using three integration

points along the beam length.

3.2.3 The multilayered approach

To derive the material response, it is necessary to numerically determine the stress

resultants N and M . Thus, the cross sectional area is divided in a �nite number

of perfectly bonded longitudinal layers (Fig. 3.4) for the evaluation of strains and

stresses in the section. The same approach is used in IRIBARREN [63], in a geo-

metrically linear scenario, including material nonlinearities and viscoplastic e�ects.
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Considering classical linear Bernoulli beam kinematics, the shear e�ects are not

taken into account and the transverse reinforcement is disregarded.
 

 

Fig. 3.4. Multilayer discretization of a Bernoulli beam section

For a given layer i, the total axial strain at a �xed axial position x (Eq. 3.22) is

given by:

εi =
∂u

∂x
− χz̄i =

ū

l
− z̄i

[(
6
x

l2
− 4

l

)
θ̄1 +

(
6
x

l2
− 2

l

)
θ̄2

]
(3.27)

where z̄i is the position of the layer's cross sectional gravity center with respect to

the gravity center of the whole cross section (Fig. 3.4); For the sake of simplicity,

the axial displacement ulocal will, from this point on, be represented as u.

The total axial strain value of a given layer allows determining the one-dimensional

normal stress acting in this layer via nonlinear one-dimensional constitutive relation-

ships for concrete and steel, σi,conc (εi) and σi,steel (εi), which are presented in Section

3.2.5. As already mentioned, perfect bonding is assumed for the interface between

steel and concrete and a mixture rule is used for obtaining stresses on composite

layers containing both materials. Therefore, the composite layer's normal stress

(σi,total) is given by:

σi,total =
Ωi − Ωi,steel

Ωi

σi,conc +
Ωi,steel

Ωi

σi,steel (3.28)

where Ωi is the total cross sectional area of the layer i and Ωi,steel is the area of steel

in this layer.

Having σi,total calculated for all layers of the section, the integrals that provide

the stress resultants (Eqs. 3.26) are evaluated as sums of the contributions of each

layer, i.e.:

N =
∑
i

σi,totalΩi (3.29a)

M =
∑
i

−z̄iσi,totalΩi (3.29b)
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3.2.4 The local sti�ness matrix

A consistent tangent operator for each layer can be de�ned as:

Hi =
∂σi,total
∂εi

(3.30)

Based on the layers' response, the consistent tangent operator on the sectional

level (H) is computed as follows:

H =
∂Σgen

∂Egen
=


∑
i

HiΩi −
∑
i

Hiz̄iΩi

−
∑
i

Hiz̄iΩi −
∑
i

Hiz̄
2
i Ωi

 (3.31)

where Σgen =
[
N M

]T
is the vector of stress resultants and ∂Egen is given by Eq.

3.21.

The local sti�ness matrix (Klocal) can be obtained in a standard way as:

Klocal =

∫
l

BTHB dl (3.32)

where H is the consistent tangent operator on the sectional level (Eq. 3.31) and B

is the matrix of the derivatives of the local shape functions (Eqs. 3.20) given by:

B =

[
1
l

0 0

0
(

6 x
l2
− 4

l

) (
6 x
l2
− 2

l

)] (3.33)

Note that, considering the classical linear Bernoulli beam assumptions in the

corotational system of coordinates, Klocal only depends on the material constitutive

properties and the initial geometrical characteristics.

3.2.5 Constitutive behavior of steel and concrete

Within the multilayered beam formulation, for the Bernoulli beam element, the

stress-strain relationship of the constituents is described through simpli�ed models.

These approximations are in accordance with EUROCODE [37] and �b [38, 39], and

provide the data that are directly used in the computational model.

The following assumptions are used for describing the material behavior of con-

crete and steel (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6):
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Fig. 3.5. Quasi-static concrete behavior for the Bernoulli beam element

• perfect bonding between the materials is assumed, i.e debonding is not taken into

account;

• any structural strength associated with concrete tensile loading is not taken into

account, i.e., concrete under tension is considered to be fully cracked and the

corresponding tensile stresses are neglected;

• instead of the nonlinear curve proposed by �b [38, 39], the adopted model uses

proportionality between strains and stresses in the elastic regime, as recommended

by EUROCODE [37];

• as in IRIBARREN [63], for quasi-static loading conditions, the concrete behavior

during the plastic regime is governed by the following softening law:

σh,conc = σ0,conc exp (µκconc) (3.34)

where σh,conc is the current maximum compressive stress, σ0,conc is the initial

maximum compressive stress, µ is a softening parameter and κconc is the cumulated

plastic strain in concrete;

• the steel behavior in tension is analogous to the one in compression, and the

buckling of compressed steel bars is not taken into account. As in IRIBARREN

[63], the plastic behavior of steel is represented by the following hardening law:

σh,steel = σ0,steel (1 + ηκsteel) (3.35)

where σh,steel is the current yield limit, σ0,steel is the initial yield stress, η is a

hardening parameter and κsteel is the cumulated plastic strain in steel;
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Fig. 3.6. Quasi-static steel behavior for the Bernoulli beam element

• when reaching the ultimate strain under compression, any increase in the strain

level will immediately decrease the stress to zero and keep it at this level in

the subsequent loading steps. In this work, this assumption associated with the

multilayer discretization allows representing the progressive material degradation

due to compressive concrete failure (crushing);

• stresses in the layers vanish if the strain values are larger than the ultimate strain

whether in tension or compression, representing steel fracture.

3.2.6 Strain rate and dynamic e�ects

Since progressive collapse (PC) is a dynamic phenomenon, a dynamic framework is

used to describe the structural equilibrium in the numerical model3. Equilibrium in

structural dynamics is represented by the following equation:

fint (q, q̇) + Mq̈ = fext (3.36)

on which an implicit Newmark integration scheme is applied and where fint rep-

resents the internal force vector, dependent on the displacements q and the dis-

placements rates q̇. The mass matrix is represented by M, q̈ is the vector of nodal

accelerations and fext is the external force vector. Note that no numerical/arti�cial

damping is introduced in the system of equations.

The internal forces are strain rate dependent and their variation with respect to

the displacements, i.e., the structural tangent operator, is also dependent on those

rates. This dependency introduces, therefore, a viscous damping term:

KT =
∂fint (q, q̇)

∂q

∣∣∣∣
q̇=cte

+
∂fint (q, q̇)

∂q̇

∣∣∣∣
q=cte

∂q̇

∂q
(3.37)

3Previously developed by IRIBARREN [63]
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where the second term on the right side introduces damping at the structural level

due to the strain rate dependent (viscoplastic) stress-strain relationships assumed

for the materials.

It should be noted that the mass matrix of the beam elements was here calculated

considering the undeformed shape of the structure and kept constant along the entire

analysis in this work.

In order to account for the strength enhancement provided by the strain rate

dependence of both steel and concrete material behavior (BISCHOFF and PERRY

[85] and MALVAR and CRAWFORD [86]), the constitutive models de�ned in Sec-

tion 3.2.5 are extended by a strain rate dependent material behavior. The elastic

modulus of concrete is therefore made dependent on the strain rate (see IRIBAR-

REN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36] for more details). Moreover, to include the

strain rate e�ects in the irreversible behavior of concrete and steel, a Perzyna type

viscoplastic model is used (HEERES et al. [87]), introducing viscous terms in the

constitutive laws.

The viscoplastic strain rate is a function of the overstress value and is given as

follows:

ε̇vp =
1

λ

〈
f

σ0,mat

〉n
df

dσ
(3.38)

where 〈...〉 are called MacAulay brackets, ε̇vp is the viscoplastic strain rate, σ0,mat

is the material (steel or concrete) initial yield/maximum compressive stress; and

λ and n are viscosity parameters. The parameter λ depends on the strain rate

and N = 1 , as assumed by IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36] in

order to obtain a good agreement with the experimental results of MALVAR and

CRAWFORD [86]. The overstress function(f) is given by (σmat − σ̄mat) , where

σmat is the one-dimensional stress, for steel or concrete, and σ̄mat is the current yield

stress/maximum compressive stress.
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Chapter 4

Quasi-Static Analysis of

Monotonically Loaded Planar Frames

This chapter establishes a direct correlation between experimental results available

on the literature and the ones obtained in a numerical analysis using the herein de-

veloped Bernoulli �nite element. The numerical assessment of the failure response

of two reinforced concrete(RC) structures (LEW et al. [32], YI et al. [33]) is in-

vestigated in order to address the mechanism of Progressive Collapse (PC)1. These

structures were selected within a signi�cant body of literature of experimental tests.

The selection was made considering: (i) the amount of available information on

the experimental conditions that would allow the direct numerical representation of

the laboratory conditions (geometry, constituent material parameters, loading pat-

tern, etc.); (ii) the available information on the experimental structural response, in

which di�erent failure mechanisms and the sequence of their appearance had been

clearly identi�ed.

The following organization is used: �rst, the frame models used to simulate

the chosen experiments are presented; second, the material behavior for concrete

and steel is de�ned based on the available experimental data (LEW et al. [32], YI

et al. [33]). Then the obtained numerical results are presented and compared to the

experimental ones from the literature. Variation of several material parameters for

both structures are also reported and discussed. Finally, a general discussion on the

results is given.

4.1 Intermediate Moment Frame (IMF)

LEW et al. [32] (also SADEK et al. [46]) experimentally investigated the behavior

of a reinforced concrete beam-column assemblage subjected to column failure. This

1Partially developed during the participation of the researcher on the Programa de Doutora-
mento Sanduíche no Exterior, at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, in Brussels/Belgium.
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structure represents a portion of a ten-story RC frame building and was designed

for seismic category C as an intermediate moment frame (IMF) according to the

ACI [88] requirements.

4.1.1 Experimental setup and numerical model

The structural assemblage consists of two beams of section 711×508 mm supported

by three columns of section 711 × 711 mm (Fig. 4.1). The exterior columns were

fully restrained at the bottom. Only the horizontal movement of these columns was

blocked at the top, allowing vertical motion and rotations. Meanwhile, the mid-

dle column was just partially built between the two beams. Progressive structural

failure resulting from the lack of the middle column support was simulated by the ap-

plication of a monotonically increasing displacement at a rate of 25mm/min, which

allows quasi-static numerical simulations. The dimensions of the structural mem-

bers (beams and columns) and their respective longitudinal reinforcement schemes

are shown on Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1. IMF: schematic representation and reinforcement schemes,
diameters given in millimeters

4.1.2 Experimentally measured material constitutive behav-

ior

LEW et al. [32] previously tested cylinders (φ = 60mm, h = 120mm) made of the

same concrete used for building the IMF and obtained an experimental average com-
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pressive strength (f exp
c ) of 32MPa. During the PC experimental test, transducers

were attached to the IMF obtaining relative displacements between target points.

The relative displacement measurements were later used for determining concrete

surface strain, for which the highest compressive value was calculated as 0.9%.

The longitudinal reinforcements consisted of ASTM A706 Grade 60 steel bars.

The values shown in Tab. 4.1 were measured during the experiment of LEW et al.

[32] and relate the steel yield strength σ0,steel, ultimate strength σult,steel and highest

strain εult,steel to the reinforcement bars diameter.

Table 4.1

Experimental data for steel reinforcement bars

Element
Diameter
(mm)

σ0,steel
(MPa)

σult,steel
(MPa)

εult,steel
(%)

Beam 25.40 476 648 21.0
Beam 28.65 462 641 18.0
Column 28.65 483 690 17.0

For the numerical representation of the structural model, steel and concrete

material properties are considered to be the same for beams and columns and, for

the sake of simplicity, the values of yield strength, ultimate strength and ultimate

strain are herein de�ned as the average of the ones measured experimentally for the

beams (Tab. 4.1), i.e., σ0,steel = 469MPa, σult,steel = 645MPa and εult,steel = 19.5%,

respectively. These values, applied to Eq. 3.35 de�ne the linear hardening parameter

value as η = 1.95. The steel Young modulus is equal to Esteel = 200GPa, as

recommend by EUROCODE [37]. Figure 4.2 depicts the stress-strain curve obtained

with these values.
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Fig. 4.2. Constitutive model - steel for quasi-static loading (IMF)
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The concrete ultimate strain is considered to be equal to the highest value ob-

served experimentally (εult,conc = 0.9%). In order to account for the e�ects of con-

crete con�nement provided by stirrups, the maximum concrete compressive strength

(f
′
c) is considered to be approximately 20% higher than the measured experimental

value, which gives f
′
c = 38MPa. This assumption is based on the results of MAN-

DER et al. [81, 89]. The concrete Young modulus is calculated by using (f exp
c ) and

the following equation, provided by ACI [88]:

Econc = 4700
√
f ′
c (4.1)

which gives Econc = 27GPa.

In this work, concrete plastic behavior is an exponentially decreasing function

(Eq.3.34) of the cumulated plastic strain (κconc). The softening parameter is here

de�ned as µ = −5, which provides a linear-like softening for the observed strain

levels. This assumption of linearity complies with LEW et al. [32]. The resulting

concrete constitutive behavior is shown on Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3. Constitutive model - concrete for quasi-static loading (IMF)

De�ning the set of material parameters that represent the structure in a nu-

merical approach is a di�cult task, mainly because of the dispersion of results in

experimental tests. Parametric studies were performed in this work computationally

to verify how changes in the material parameters a�ect the structural behavior of

the selected models. A large number of authors have addressed the variability of

the parameters that de�ne concrete and steel constitutive behaviors. For instance,

the concrete maximum compressive strength and ultimate strain is shown to de-

pend on casting delay, pressure while concrete is in the fresh state, position/height

on the structural element and, for reinforced concrete, the reinforcement arrange-
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ment (SRI RAVINDRARAJAH [90], SCOTT et al. [91], TOOSSI [92], RANJBAR

et al. [93]). Increasing of concrete maximum compressive strength (up to 115%)

and ultimate strain (up to 570%) as function of the reinforcement schemes of di�er-

ently shaped columns were reported by MANDER et al. [81, 89] when considering

quasi-static analyses or loading at high strain rates. While studying steel samples

produced by di�erent mills, BOURNONVILLE et al. [94] observed large variations

of the yield strength (413 to 588MPa), tensile strength (551 to 799MPa) and ul-

timate strain (14% to 21%). These values refer to ASTM A706 steel, the same

type used as reinforcement of the IMF model analyzed in this work. Herein, the

parametric studies consist in the individual variation of the maximum compressive

strength and ultimate strain of concrete and ultimate strength and strain of steel,

keeping all the other parameters at their reference values. Material parameters are

taken as 80% and 120% of the values de�ned for the reference cases.

4.2 Three-story Scale Model (TSM)

The second selected structure was tested experimentally by YI et al. [33]. It rep-

resents the lower three stories of a four-bay, eight-story planar RC frame, designed

in accordance with GB50010 [95], the Chinese design code for concrete structures.

The tested structure is a one-third scale model and is depicted on Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4. TSM: schematic representation and reinforcement schemes,
diameters given in millimeters
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4.2.1 Experimental setup and numerical model

The planar frame consisted of four bays and three stories (Fig. 4.4). Each story

height was of 1100mm, except for the �rst one, which was 1567mm high. The

dimensions of the structural members (beams and columns) and their respective

longitudinal reinforcement are also shown in Fig. 4.4.

A point load (F ) was applied on the top of the middle column for simulating the

gravity loads of the upper �ve stories. For simplicity, the gravity loads of the upper

levels associated to the other columns were not incorporated in the experiment. The

point load (N) represents the presence of the middle ground �oor column that was

not actually built. In the experiment of YI et al. [33], the Point (P ) was connected

to a load cell and two mechanical jacks that allowed adjusting the magnitude of the

reaction force (N).

The modelling of the numerical loading sequence was based on YI et al. [33] and

is reproduced here:

STEP 1 - the gravity loads of the stories between the application points P and Q

(Fig. 4.4) were applied, causing deformation due to the self-weight;

STEP 2 - the vertical displacement of the Point P was constrained and the point

force F = 109.0 kN was applied, accounting for the gravity loads above the third

�oor;

STEP 3 - after the application of F , the failure of the column was simulated

by imposing a vertical displacement on point P .

4.2.2 Experimentally measured material constitutive behav-

ior

Cubes (15 × 15 × 15 cm) made of concrete were tested by YI et al. [33] and the

average compressive strength was measured as 25MPa. During the experimental

PC simulation, a value of 0.4% was measured as the highest concrete compressive

strain. The values obtained in YI et al. [33] for steel yield strength and steel ultimate

tensile strength were of 416MPa and 526MPa, respectively. Steel elongation was

measured as 27.5% and 23.0% for 60mm and 120mm steel gauges, correspondingly.

Similar to the case of IMF, beams and columns are considered to have the same

material properties in the numerical representation of the structural model. Ac-

counting for the e�ects of concrete con�nement (MANDER et al. [81, 89]), con-

crete compressive strength was assumed equal to f
′
c = 30MPa, i.e., 1.2 times

the value measured for the concrete cubes (YI et al. [33]). The concrete Young
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modulus is calculated using the relation provided by Eq. 4.1 and is equal to

Econc = 24GPa. The ultimate concrete strain was set to the experimentally mea-

sured value εult,conc = 0.4% (YI et al. [33]). As in the previous analyses, the softening

parameter of Eq. 3.34 is assumed µ = −5, resulting in a linear-like descending slope

of the stress-strain curve beyond the maximum compressive stress (Fig. 4.5).
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Fig. 4.5. Constitutive model - concrete for quasi-static loading (TSM)

A bilinear stress-strain relationship is adopted to represent steel constitutive be-

havior (Fig. 4.6). Steel Young modulus is equal to Esteel = 200GPa, as recommend

by EUROCODE [37]. The longitudinal reinforcement used by YI et al. [33] was

composed of HRB400 steel bars. According to LIANQING et al. [96], the average

values of yield strength, ultimate strength and ultimate strain, for HRB400 steel

(φ = 12mm bars) are σ0,steel = 490 MPa, σult,steel = 634 MPa and εult,steel = 28%,

respectively. These values de�ne the hardening parameter of Eq. 3.35 as η=1.06.

The properties of HRB400 steel, used for the TSM model, also display large

variability in the material behavior. The minimum and maximum values of yield

strength, tensile strength and elongation for di�erent HRB400 bar diameters are

410−530MPa, 570−685MPa and 16−32%, according to LIANQING et al. [96]. By

itself, this information justi�es the need for parametric studies in order to investigate

the in�uence of varying the material properties steel and can be extended to the

studies of the concrete properties.

4.3 Computational Results

Computational FE models representing the two selected structures (LEW et al.

[32], YI et al. [33]) were de�ned based on the geometries and material constitutive
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Fig. 4.6. Constitutive model - steel for quasi-static loading (TSM)

parameters previously presented. Those parameters and their respective models are

referred in this section as reference parameters and reference models. The compu-

tational response of each structure is now presented in terms of load-displacement

curves, pointing out speci�c features of the structural behavior, i.e., the catenary

e�ect, concrete crushing, steel yielding and reinforcement bar fracture, that are di-

rectly and explicitly traceable using the formulation presented in Chapter 3. They

are compared to experimental results given in LEW et al. [32] and YI et al. [33].

4.3.1 Intermediate moment frame (IMF)

The reference load-displacement curve presented in Fig. 4.7 is obtained and is related

to the deformed shapes of Fig. 4.8. Bold numbers in the text correspond to the

ones measured during the experiment of LEW et al. [32] while numbers in regular

characters were obtained computationally.

At an applied load of 240 kN/267 kN, the reinforcement bars in tension start

yielding (P1). The yielding occurs in structural sections 1 − 4. The peak load

of 317 kN/296 kN is reached when the vertical displacement of the center column

reaches 130mm/127mm (P2). After that, the load decreases with increasing dis-

placement, which is associated with the crushing of concrete in structural sections 2

and 3. The load is stabilized at 155 kN/196 kN at a displacement of 390mm/406mm

(P3) and, with further increase in displacement, the load increases again due to cate-

nary e�ects. The ultimate peak load of 531 kN/547 kN is reached at the displace-

ment of 1123mm/1090mm (P4). Note that this ultimate peak load corresponds to

2.25/2.04 times the �rst load peak. The �nal failure corresponds to the rupture of

the bottom reinforcement bars of structural sections 2-3, causing a drop in load of a
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magnitude of approximately half of the ultimate peak load. The numerical analysis

was stopped at this point, since no further experimental data is available on the

continuation of the curve (LEW et al. [32]).

A comparison between the numerical and experimental results (Fig. 4.7) shows

that a very good agreement is obtained using the developed corotational beam el-

ement. The load values associated to the yielding of steel reinforcement bars and

to the start of catenary e�ects are very similar, as well the peak loads. It is also

particularly striking to observe that the sequence of events (i.e., the successive degra-

dation at di�erent places in the structure) is also in accordance with the reported

experimental data.
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Fig. 4.7. IMF-reference case: load-displacement curve
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Fig. 4.8. IMF-reference case: structural state at the points de�ned in Fig. 4.7

Two minor di�erences are observed, which are perfectly explained by the as-

sumptions used in modelling. The numerical analysis indicates the occurrence of

two points of reinforcement bar failure (Fig. 4.8) while during the experiment only

the failure on the left side was observed (LEW et al. [32]). This is, of course, asso-

ciated to the full symmetry of the numerical model both from the geometrical and

material points of view, which is impossible to guarantee in an experimental test

(for more details, see Section 4.4).

The second di�erence is related to the fact that the experiment shows the sub-

sequent failure of neighboring reinforcement bars, positioned at the same depth of
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the section (P4 and P5, Fig. 4.7). The numerical model does not allow identifying

individual failure of reinforcement bars located in the same sectional layer. There-

fore, point P4 relates to the simultaneous failure of both bottom reinforcement bars

in the numerical results (Fig. 4.8).

For the parametric studies, minimum and maximum values of concrete f
′
c are

taken as 30MPa and 46MPa, respectively. The descending branch of the load-

displacement curve is a�ected by the variation of the concrete maximum compressive

strength (Fig. 4.9), which con�rms the assumption that the decrease of the load is

related to the crushing of concrete (LEW et al. [32]).

The adoption of f
′
c = 46MPa causes an earlier failure of the bottom reinforce-

ment bars at structural sections 2 and 3, as it was observed for the reference case

(Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). The potencial causes for this earlier failure are discussed in

Section 4.4. Assuming f
′
c = 30MPa, nonetheless, leads to the rupture of rein-

forcement bars in sections near the external columns (Fig. 4.10). This rupture

occurs at approximately the same displacement value observed for the reference

case, but represents a di�erent failure mechanism. Additional computations assum-

ing the variation of concrete ultimate strain lead to analogous results, resulting in

similar load-displacement curves and failure mechanisms (i.e., ↑ f ′
c ∼↑ εult,conc and

↓ f ′
c ∼↓ εult,conc).
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Fig. 4.9. IMF-variation of f
′
c: load-displacement curve 
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 Fig. 4.10. IMF-f
′
c = 30MPa: deformed shape at the end of the analysis

Now, mininum (516MPa) and maximum (774MPa) values of σult,steel are as-
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sumed. According to Eq. 3.35, keeping εult,steel at the reference value and varying

σult,steel can be looked upon as the variation of the hardening parameter η. In this

case, if εult,steel = 19.5%, the values of η are 0.52 and 3.37, respectively. This vari-

ation, as shown in the following, a�ects the branch of the load-displacement curves

(Fig. 4.11) after the �rst peak load, as well as the displacement level at which the

failure of the reinforcement bar occurs.

A lower steel ultimate stress (516MPa) leads to the failure of the bottom rein-

forcement bars in structural sections 2 and 3, as observed for the reference case (Fig.

4.8). However, this failure occurs at a lower displacement level. Assuming a higher

value for σult,steel (774MPa) shifts up the load-displacement curve and prevents the

structural failure (Fig. 4.11), i.e., the rupture of steel reinforcement bars does not

occur. When additional computations were performed, but assuming variation of

the steel ultimate strain instead, a similar behavior is observed for the evolution

of the failure mechanism (i.e., ↑ σult,steel ∼↑ εult,steel and ↓ σult,steel ∼↓ εult,steel).
However, increasing or decreasing the value of εult,steel does not have any in�uence

on shifting the load-displacement curve.
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Fig. 4.11. IMF-variation of σult,steel: load-displacement curve

4.3.2 Three-story scale model (TSM)

In this work, the measuring of the vertical displacement of Point P (Fig. 4.4) starts

as soon as the gravity load F = 109.0 kN is applied. In the results reported in the

work of YI et al. [33], the mechanical jacks at Point P were released by N = 7.5 kN,

after what the displacement measurements started.

Using the set of parameters de�ned in Section 4.2.2, the simulation results in a

curve that agrees well with the experimental results (Fig. 4.12). Also, the failure of

the reinforcement bars (Fig. 4.13) is consistent with the one observed by YI et al.

[33]. In the following description of the reference case, the bold numbers correspond

to the values measured during the experiment of YI et al. [33].
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Fig. 4.12. TSM-reference case: load-displacement curve
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Fig. 4.13. TSM-reference case: structural state at the end of the geom. nonlinear
analysis

The Point P1 in the load-displacement curve (Fig. 4.12) refers to the moment

when the �rst steel reinforcement bars start yielding. This occurred at the same

time, at structural sections 1− 8 (Fig. 4.13), at a displacement of 33.7mm/37.9 kN.

Yielding of the reinforcement bars is experimentally reported at approximately

29.5mm/36.4 kN and is associated to the formation of plastic hinges (YI et al. [33]).

Concrete starts crushing in compression when the vertical displacement exceeds

80.3mm/26.7 kN (P2). In the experiment, severe concrete crushing was reported at

76.0mm/31.1 kN. Numerical results show a intense decrease of the reaction force

N after the displacements reaches 142.5mm/28.5 kN, indicating the development

of catenary actions (P3). YI et al. [33] reported the start of catenary actions at a

displacement of approximately 146.7mm/28.4 kN.

Experimentally, the rupture of the reinforcement bars at structural section 3

occurred when the displacement was of 462.0mm/17.4 kN. This failure caused a

sudden increase of the load on the mechanical jacks (P4). Numerical results show a

compound failure of reinforcement bars in several points of the structure (structural
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sections 2, 3 and 5 − 12), starting at a displacement of 465.0mm/8.7 kN (Figs.

4.12 and Fig. 4.13). This compound failure of reinforcement bars is related to the

inherent symmetry of loading and geometry in the numerical model. Finally, the

failures in structural sections 2 and 3 occurred at 500mm/21.7 kN, at which point

the simulation was interrupted.

Both experimental and geometrically nonlinear cases show a load decreasing

trend. On the other hand, an additional geometrically linear analysis results in a

load plateau between 50 and 450 mm, approximatelly (Fig. 4.12). The failure mech-

anism of the geometrically linear case is also di�erent from the one obtained with

the geometrically nonlinear analysis, resulting in higher levels of concrete crushing

and, more importantly, di�erent points of reinforcement bar failure (Figs. 4.13 and

4.14). These outcomes rea�rm the overall enhancement of the structure by catenary

e�ects and motivate the use of large displacement analysis for capturing the correct

structural response, including the failure mechanism.
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Fig. 4.14. TSM-reference case: structural state at the end of the geom. linear analysis

The values adopted for steel ultimate strength during the TSM parametric stud-

ies are equal to 512MPa and 768MPa. The corresponding hardening parameters

are (η) equal to 0.4 and 4.5. This variation only a�ects the load-displacement curve

after the point related to the yielding of the reinforcement bars and is illustrated in

Fig. 4.15. Basically, lower steel strength values move the numerical curve upward,

while higher values do the opposite. However, the general shape of the curve is

not a�ected and the decrease of the vertical load on the mechanical jacks is still

reproduced after the catenary e�ects start. The minimum value assumed for the

steel ultimate strength results in the failure of structural sections 2 and 3 (see Fig.

4.13 for section identi�cation), after what the analysis was interrupted. When the

highest value is considered, more yielding points are displayed, as well as points of

concrete crushing. Even though the resulting load-displacement curve is very simi-

lar to the experimental case (Fig. 4.15), the failure of the reinforcement bars is not
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observed.
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Fig. 4.15. TSM-variation of σult,steel: load-displacement curve

For the case of steel ultimate strain variation, minimum and maximum val-

ues are 10.0% and 15.0%. These values, applied to Eq. 3.35 along with a �xed

σult,steel = 640MPa, provide hardening parameters (η) equal to 3.1 and 2.0, re-

spectively. The load-displacement curve is not signi�cantly a�ected, except for the

point that represents reinforcement bar failure (Fig. 4.16). The assumption of

εult,steel = 10.0% leads to an earlier compound failure with a similar mechanism

as the one observed for the reference case (Fig. 4.13). When the higher value is

considered, the reinforcement bars do not break and the load increase at the end of

the curve is not reproduced (Fig. 4.16). These results, as for the IMF-case, con�rm

that the use of reinforcement bars with higher strength and ductility would prevent

the progressive collapse of this structure in the considered displacement/load levels.
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Fig. 4.16. TSM-variation of εult,steel: load-displacement curve

Additional studies concerning the concrete maximum compressive stress (24 and

36 MPa) and ultimate strain (0.32 and 0.48%) were performed. No signi�cant change
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of the load-displacement curve is reported and the curves obtained are very similar

to the one on Fig. 4.12. The reference compound failure mechanism remains the

same (Fig. 4.13) for all the cases, except for the one in which f
′
c = 24MPa. For

that case, the structural state at the end of the analysis is shown on Fig. 4.17.
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Fig. 4.17. TSM-σult,steel = 631MPa: structural state at the end of the analysis

4.4 Discussion of the Results

The association of a Bernoulli beam element and a multilayer corotational formu-

lation was e�ective in reproducing the experimentally observed structural behavior

of two models. Very good agreement was obtained. Steel yielding and concrete

crushing, among other features, were displayed at the experimentally observed load

and displacement levels. Results in terms of load-displacement curves and failure

mechanisms were appropriately reproduced and the goal of establishing a direct cor-

relation between numerical and experimental simulations is clearly achieved. This

was only possible with the correct identi�cation of the geometric properties of the

structures and the right description of the material behavior. Still, it was necessary

to resort to supplementary references for building the reference cases, enforcing the

necessity of providing as much relevant experimental data as possible when describ-

ing simulations and correctly linking sources, in order to permit the reproduction of

the tests.

Geometric nonlinear e�ects (catenary e�ects) were quanti�ed and shown to con-

siderably enhance the overall strength of both structures. This indicates that the

inclusion of these e�ects is crucial for describing the correct structural response,

since this enhancement could not be captured by a formulation based on a geomet-

rically linear description. The numerical analysis of the TSM showed that only the

�oors located above the removed column were a�ected. This localized damage is

considered to be a positive aspect since, in case of reparations, interventions would
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only be necessary on the a�ected �oors. This also has implications for acceptability

criteria with respect to PC as de�ned in some codes, using a concept of allowable

collapse region (DoD [71]). Of course, TSM represents a reduced scale model of the

�rst three �oors of the building and the replication of this e�ect should be veri�ed

for the complete real size model in a dynamic analysis.

In the experimental works of LEW et al. [32] and YI et al. [33] the removal of the

column was simulated in a quasi-static manner by applying a monotonically increas-

ing displacement at the connection with the failed member. An approach like that

does not included the dynamic e�ects (vibrations, strain rate e�ects, viscoplasticity,

etc.) that are part of the real PC phenomenon. The investigation of considering all

of these e�ects in a large displacement scenario is presented in Chapter 5.

The Bernoulli beam formulation used in this chapter does not include shear ef-

fects and the physical presence of stirrups is not incorporated in the �nite element

formulation. This means that their positive in�uence in preventing concrete crack-

ing, if any, is neglected. However, a 20% increase was assumed for the concrete

maximum compressive strength in order to arti�cially account for the concrete con-

�nement. As assumed by IRIBARREN et al. [36], the concrete constitutive model

ignores the structural strength associated to tensile loading.

The e�ciency of computational simulations in predicting the di�erent structural

behaviors associated to the use of di�erent materials was rea�rmed with the results

of the parametric studies. After twenty analyses were performed, two di�erent

failure mechanisms were identi�ed for IMF and three for TSM, excluding the ones

on which there was no reinforcement bar failure. In an experimental basis, the cost

of building and testing the same number of structures would be prohibitive. During

these studies, the values of steel ultimate strain were as high as 23% and variation

of this parameter caused the change of the failure mechanism of both structures.

The IMF experimental failure was reported to happen on structural section 2

(LEW et al. [32]), while the numerical simulation pointed out failure of structural

sections 2 and 3 (Fig. 4.8). More interestingly, for the TSM, YI et al. [33] re-

ported the single failure of structural section 3, contrasting to the multiple section

failure observed in the numerical analysis (Fig. 4.14). The explanation for these

di�erences is based on the fact that the geometry and the boundary conditions of

both structures naturally lead to perfectly symmetric numerical models, including

the loading pattern and the material properties. Such condition of perfect material

symmetry is impossible to reproduce in experimental tests. In order to verify the

validity of this argument, an additional simulation for TSM was performed, turning

structural section 3 into a �weak point�. The steel ultimate strength on that sec-

tion was reduced by 5% of the reference case, simulating asymmetry and material

heterogeneity. The exact failure mechanism described by YI et al. [33] was then
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reproduced, at a displacement of 459.2mm (459mm). This shows that numerical

results are indeed consistent with the experimental structural behavior if performed

with similar initial conditions.

By nature, the multilayer discretization adopted here is not capable of identifying

the single failure of neighboring reinforcement bars in a discrete layer at the same

cross sectional height. Instead, the simultaneous failure of all reinforcement bars will

always be identi�ed as the failure of the complete layer(s). The association of a �ber

discretization in a three-dimensional analysis and a statistically based distribution

of �weak points� in the reinforcement bars would provide an even more realistic

numerical model and overcome this limitation.

The parametric studies also demonstrated that the IMF structure was strongly

sensitive to the variation of concrete maximum compressive strength and ultimate

strain. This variation can be result of, for instance, di�erent concrete con�nement

conditions (MANDER et al. [81, 89]). The drop of the load-displacement curve in

Fig. 4.9 shows that higher values of those parameters induce an earlier failure of the

structure. The experimental results in LEW et al. [32] indicate that these e�ects

start after the load is stabilized at 196 kN, at a displacement of 406mm (Fig. 4.7,

P3). In fact, this point of the curve represents the moment when the catenary e�ects

make themselves clearly present in the structural behavior. Another de�nition on the

onset of these e�ects can be given, based on layer stresses from the computation, as

the appearance of tension in at least one of the reinforced layers that were previously

under compression. When adopting this de�nition, it is possible to verify that the

�rst sign of the catenary e�ects appears even before concrete starts to crush. The

layer discretization used in this work allows investigating this process and indicates

that concrete crushing interacts with the full development of the catenary e�ects

and, later on, with the structural failure.

The following interpretation is proposed, based on IMF numerical results ob-

tained for structural section 1 (Fig. 4.7):

i) As the displacement increases, the reinforced layers that were once under com-

pression start to enter the tensile zone (Fig. 4.18);

ii) When concrete starts crushing, the sectional area changes, forcing the reorga-

nization of the sectional stresses. As a result, the tensile stresses in the reinforced

layers decrease and some of them return to the compressive state (Fig. 4.19);

iii) If there is no more crushing of concrete layers, tension starts to increase again

and new composite layers are submitted to tension.

As a result of this process, the development of catenary e�ects is not systemati-

cally interrupted when concrete exhibits higher f
′
c, i.e, the increasing of the tensile

stresses in the reinforced layers is more continuous. When compared to the lower

f
′
c = 30MPa case, this uninterrupted increasing of stresses results in higher ten-
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sile stresses at a same displacement/load level and leads to ealier reinforcement bar

failure (Fig. 4.8). The same analysis explains the earlier failure of a structure with

higher concrete ultimate strain in comparison to the reference case. This interaction

between concrete crushing and catenary e�ects leads to a very complex structural

behavior which cannot be easily anticipated or explained without the additional

insight given by the multilayered discretization.
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Fig. 4.18. IMF-reinforcement bar stress distribution, before concrete crushing
(structural section 2, Fig. 4.7)
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Fig. 4.19. IMF-reinforcement bar stress distribution, after concrete starts crushing
(structural section 2, Fig. 4.7)
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Chapter 5

Design Code Comparison and

Dynamic Progressive Collapse

Analysis of a Five-Store Building

The main purpose of this chapter is the computational investigation of the structural

response of two planar frame models that represent a �ve story reinforced concrete

(RC) building, designed in accordance with EUROCODE [37] and the Brazilian

building code NBR 6118 [40]1. Even though sharing the same architectural geometry,

since these codes prescribe di�erent requirements, the obtained models are di�erent

in terms of loads, element cross sections, reinforcement scheme, reinforcement ratio,

and consequently, in terms of structural robustness. More detailed information on

these models and their design process are presented and discussed hereafter.

The previous section demonstrated the capacity of the multilayered approach to

capture complex structural response via experimental-numerical agreement. Here,

ingredients related to features of Progressive Collapse (PC), i.e., dynamics and strain

rate e�ects are included in the formulation for the study of realistic PC scenarios.

5.1 Structural Design

The plane frames consist of an 18 m high o�ce building with �ve levels. The ground

�oor height is 6 m and the height of the other �oors is 3 m. The frame is 48 m

long, equally divided in 6 m bays as shown in Fig. 5.1. Since the presented work

aims at investigating the in�uence of catenary e�ects due to the large changes in the

geometry, the removal of an interior column was considered. A similar procedure

was adopted by LEW et al. [32] and YI et al. [33].

1Partially developed during the participation of the reseacher on the Programa de Doutoramento
Sanduíche no Exterior, at the Université Libre de Bruxelles, in Brussels/Belgium.
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Fig. 5.1. Architectural design

The Eurocode-based design was carried out using the commercial software Dia-

monds (BUILDSOFT NV [97]) and presented in IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN

et al. [36], from where the parameters used in this work were directly taken. The

material parameters and geometry of the structural elements therefore consider Eu-

ropean practical values. On the other hand, the Brazilian design was speci�cally

performed for this work on Cypecad (CYPE [98]), assuming the minimum speci�-

cations of NBR 6118 [40].

Thirty centimeters thick concrete slabs were used for the Eurocode-based frame,

including a concrete cover layer of 10 cm. As discussed by LEE and SCANLON [99],

EUROCODE [37] does not de�ne minimum thickness for concrete slabs. Instead, the

thickness is obtained as a function of the �nal reinforcement ratio. The European

design assumes minimum reinforcement ratio (IRIBARREN et al. [36], IRIBARREN

[63]), therefore it is correct to assume that the thickness of 20 cm used in that work

is also minimum. Slabs of 13 cm are used for the Brazilian design (without any cover

layer). The lack of a cover layer in the Brazilian building is justi�ed by the herein

assumed methodology of obtaining a design based on minimum requirements. These

slabs do not provide any resistance; however, they were adequately dimensioned and

veri�ed against maximum allowable displacements.

Live and dead loads are summarized in Table 5.1. The total load, shown in the

same table, combines the total dead load value with 50% of the live loads, as recom-

mended by DoD [71]. The multiplication of the reinforced concrete weight density

(24 kN/m3) by the volume of the structural element and subsequent division by its

length gives the self-weight load, translated into loads per unit length (for self-weight

of the slabs, the length is taken as the beam length):
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• for the Eurocode-based frame:

qdead= (0.30 m × 6 m × 6 m × 24 kN/m3) /6 m = 43.2 kN/m

• for the NBR-based frame:

qdead= (0.13 m × 6 m × 6 m × 24 kN/m3) /6 m = 18.7 kN/m

Table 5.1

Recommended beam loads

Loads (kN/m) Dead Live Total

Eurocode [37] based design

Floor Beams 43.2 18.0 52.2

Roof Beams 43.2 6.0 46.2

NBR 6118 [40] based design

Floor Beams 18.7 12.0 24.7

Roof Beams 18.7 6.0 21.7

The following assumptions were made during the design process:

• all �oor beams are the same, since the same loads were considered at all �oors;

• all columns are considered the same, i.e., although upper �oor columns bear

smaller loads, they have the same section and reinforcement scheme as ground

columns;

• the height and the width of a structural element are constant along the length;

• assuming Aggressiveness Class II, the NBR-based design has a concrete reinforce-

ment bar cover of 2.5 cm; a 5 cm concrete reinforcement bar cover is taken for

the European design, as in IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36];

• the bottom reinforcement is assumed continuous in both designs;

• the continuity of 2/3 of the top beam reinforcement (Fig. 5.2) is considered in

both designs;

• bond and anchorage were considered during the design process but are not in-

cluded in the progressive collapse analysis;

• perfect bonding between concrete and steel is assumed;

• stirrups are considered during design, but not represented in the PC analysis,

i.e., the increase in the concrete strength and ultimate strain resulting from the

con�nement are not taken into account.
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Although the design of the Eurocode-based building is the same as the one pre-

sented by IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36], the present analysis applies

a further developed numerical formulation that includes nonlinear geometrical ef-

fects (catenary e�ects). Another di�erence resides in the fact that concrete strength

under tension is not taken into account here, based on usual reinforced concrete

practice. Besides, the in�uence of strain rate e�ects was not taken into account in

IRIBARREN [63] for the case middle column removal.  2 
 

 

 
Figure 3: Reinforcement schemes  

(A, B and C correspond to the sections defined on Figure 2; all values in millimeters). 
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5.2 Material Constitutive Behavior

Based on EUROCODE [37], class C30 concrete and S500 steel were used for the

European structural design. As mentioned before, the design process of the Brazilian

structure was aimed at producing a frame based on the minimum parameters of NBR

6118 [40], including the material properties as concrete strength and steel strength.

C20 concrete is the lowest concrete class allowed by NBR 6118 [40], except for

reinforced concrete foundations, for which it is acceptable to use C15 concrete. For
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that reason C20 concrete was adopted for the Brazilian structure in association with

CA50 steel bars.

The constitutive model for these materials is described through a bilinear ap-

proximation of the stress-strain behavior, based on recommendations established by

EUROCODE [37] and �b [38, 39] (Fig. 5.3). The following assumptions are used to

de�ne this simpli�ed model:

• although in some scenarios tensile stresses may play a non-negligible role in struc-

tural strength, any structural strength associated with tensile loading is not taken

into account, i.e., concrete under tension is considered to be fully cracked and the

corresponding tensile stresses are neglected;

• strains and stresses are linearly proportional on the ascending part of the curve,

as recommended by EUROCODE [37], instead of the nonlinear curve proposed

by �b [38, 39]. Young's moduli were set as 32 GPa for C30 and 25 GPa for C20

concrete, respectively;

• for quasi-static loading conditions, the plastic regime is represented by a plateau

at a stress of 37.9 MPa for C30 concrete and 20 MPa for C20 concrete;

• the ultimate strain under compression in both types of concrete is de�ned as

0.35%, after which any increase in the strain level will immediately decrease the

stress to zero and keep it at this level in the subsequent loading steps.  3 
 

 
Figure 6: Constitutive model – concrete in compression for quasi-static loading. 
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Fig. 5.3. Constitutive model - concrete in compression for quasi-static loading

Based on EUROCODE [37] and NBR 6118 [40], the bilinear curve on Fig. 5.4

was de�ned to represent the relationship between stress and strain for steel under

quasi-static loading conditions. The following additional information can also be

related to the constitutive behavior of S500 steel and CA50 steel:
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• the steel behavior in tension is analogous to the one in compression;

• the buckling of compressed steel bars is not taken into account;

• the elastic modulus, yield stress and ultimate strain are equal to 200 GPa, 500

MPa and 4%, respectively;

• the Brazilian code NBR 7480 [100] states that the ultimate strain for CA50 steel

is equal to 5%. However, to remain true to the proposed comparison with IRIB-

ARREN [63] stresses in the steel vanish as the strain reaches values larger than

4%, representing steel fracture;

• the ratio between ultimate stress and yield stress is equal to 1.06 (IRIBARREN

et al. [36], IRIBARREN [63]).

Strain rate e�ects on the behavior of steel and concrete were included as in

IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36] (Section 3.2.6).
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Fig. 5.4. Constitutive model - steel for quasi-static loading

5.3 Computational Results

Each plane frame has the same 2D discretization, constituted from approximately

900 beam elements. Forty layers are used for the discretization of the columns cross

sections and sixty layers for the beams, numbers that were de�ned after a study

on the convergence of the numerical analysis. The structure self-weight and service

loads are applied in a large period of time, de�ned as 1000 s, in order to prevent the

in�uence of dynamic e�ects in the initial loading phase, which is ideally quasi-static.

The column removal is modeled as the decrease of the reaction forces, equivalent to

the presence of the 5th ground column, applied at point E (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6). This
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is done in a short period of time (0.01 s), subsequently to the initial loading process.

The response of the structure is analyzed for a period of two seconds after column

removal, as in IRIBARREN [63] and IRIBARREN et al. [36]. The removal time

corresponds to 0.5% of the response time, which classi�es the loading as impulsive

(SMITH and HETHERINGTON [101]).

  4 
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Fig. 5.5. EUCO's deformed con�guration
(displacements multiplied by 10, dashed lines relate to Fig. 5.8)
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(b) BRCO 

 
 

Figure 8: Deformed configuration  
(displacements multiplied by 10, dashed lines relate to Figure 10). 
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Fig. 5.6. BRCO's deformed con�guration
(displacements multiplied by 10, dashed lines relate to Fig. 5.9)

The removal of a column results in the inversion of the bending moments applied

on the beams which must resist these changes. Results show that the reinforcements

did not fail. Consequently the structures did not collapse with the middle column

removal, i.e. both structures were able to overcome the loss of the column and did

not initiate the progressive collapse mechanism, according to the simulation. The de-

formed con�guration of the EUCO (Eurocode-based frame) and BRCO (NBR-based

frame) is shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, which make clearly noticeable that
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the displacements in BRCO are larger. In fact, BRCO's vertical displacements on

the reference points A-E are approximately 2 times larger than the ones of EUCO

(Table 5.2). The displacement values shown on Table 5.2 also imply that the columns

located between points A and E (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6) undergo rigid body motion.

Table 5.2

Vertical displacements (cm) at reference points
(at times denoted by point P3 on Fig. 5.7)

Reference Point EUCO (V1) BRCO (V2)
V2

V1

A −9.61 −19.2 2.00

B −9.65 −19.3 2.00

C −9.71 −19.4 2.00

D −9.76 −19.5 2.00

E −9.78 −19.6 2.00

Within the time interval de�ned by points P1 and P2 in Fig. 5.7, the mean value

of the displacement of point E (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6) is of approximately 8 cm and 18

cm for EUCO and BRCO analysis, respectively. Table 5.2 displays the vertical

displacements of the reference point E for both structures. As the structures have

di�erent frequency of the displacement oscillation, the values shown on Table 5.2

were taken as the largest immediate displacements before the analysis completion,

identi�ed on Fig. 5.7 by point P3.

 

Fig. 5.7. Vertical displacement of point E, as a function of time.

The frequency of the displacement oscillation is slightly higher for EUCO frame.

In terms of natural frequencies, this result indicates that the increase factor of
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EUCO's sti�ness was higher than the increase factor of its mass. The relation

described is given by:

ω =
√
k/m (5.1)

where ω, k and m represent, respectively, the natural frequency, the structural

sti�ness and the mass of the body.

Besides, BRCO's structural elements have smaller sections and less reinforcement

leading to a lower sti�ness and the material behavior adopted for concrete in the

two simulations is di�erent as well (Fig. 5.3). These are the explanations for the

larger displacements of the Brazilian frame.

The state of individual structural members at any time in the simulation is

available from the numerical simulations. In Figs. 5.8 and 5.9, the symbol (.) was

used to represent sections in which steel has reached yielding and (5) represents
those in which concrete was crushed in less than 30% of the layers. It can be

seen that, for both frames, the e�ects of the middle column removal can barely be

identi�ed on other beams and columns than the ones above the point E. However,

Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 show that BRCO presents a larger number of plasti�ed sections

(158 sections from BRCO against 94 sections from EUCO). Di�erently from EUCO,

BRCO also displays sections on which concrete was crushed.
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Fig. 5.8. EUCO's plasticity distribution on the undeformed con�guration, at the end of
the analysis (2 s after middle column removal; for the sake of good visibility, only the

afected areas we represented)

According to the Allowable Collapse Region criterion (DoD [71], EUROCODE

[78]), only the bays immediately adjacent to the removed element must be a�ected.

This indicates that only bays 4 and 5 could be a�ected in terms of collapse. Figures

5.8 and 5.9 show that there was no collapse and that plasti�cation of the steel
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Fig. 5.9. BRCO's plasticity distribution on the undeformed con�guration, at the end of
the analysis (2 s after middle column removal; for the sake of good visibility, only the

afected areas we represented)

reinforcement bars only occurs in bays 4 and 5. Therefore, the Allowable Collapse

Region criterion was ful�lled.

5.4 Discussion of the Results

The preliminary assumption of having structural models designed in accordance to

EUROCODE [37] and NBR 6118 [40] also resulted in using di�erent constitutive

behaviors for concrete. As seen in Fig. 5.3, BRCO considers lower yield strength of

concrete. Using a higher class concrete in the BRCO minimum requirement design

may however not systematically lead to an increase in the overall robustness of the

structure. This would also result in di�erent cross sections for the structural elements

and di�erent reinforcement schemes during the structural design step. Therefore,

a new set of PC simulations should be conducted to assess the in�uence of such a

variation.

Given the multiscale approach of the PC problem discussed here, it was necessary

to de�ne an optimum number of layers for discretizing the members cross sections,

i.e. not too many layers that would make the analysis unafordable in terms of

computational time or too few that would introduce signi�cant errors in the results

obtained. For every new design a similar preliminary step is advised to establish the

minimum number of layers to be used for the element cross sections.

For this work, the complete multiscale PC analysis of one structure took ap-

proximately 8 hours on an Intel i5 3.0 GHz computer, using a single CPU core for

the computation. The computational performance could be signi�cantly enhanced

using a parallel computation scheme.
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The oscillation of the point above the removed column is of high importance,

since it implies repeated cyclic variations of the structural stress level. This scenario

may accelerate the process of concrete crushing and introduce material damage.

Both designs were able to resist PC, and the plastic strain distribution was

localized in the two bays above the removed column. This type of localized damage

may be seen as a restricted damage extent, thereby decreasing the number of losses,

and resulting in easier reparation of the remaining structure. Nevertheless, it is

important to stress that the plasticity distribution and structural damage may be

strongly dependable on the position of the removed column (IRIBARREN et al.

[36], IRIBARREN [63]), and a more wide-spread damage may be expected in other

scenarios.

Additional analyses using a geometrically linear formulation showed a response

similar to the one described earlier. This implies that the positive in�uence of

(geometrically nonlinear) catenary e�ects in mitigating PC could not be triggered in

the considered simulations due to the relatively small displacements in the structure.

However, this point could be further investigated in future works in 3D simulations

and also in the analyses of di�erent RC frame models.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Perspectives

This work presented the computational analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) plane

frames aimed at investigating the propagation of damaged cased by the loss of a

column and at the tendency to the development of the so-called progressive col-

lapse (PC). The problem of PC was approached taking into account material and

geometrical nonlinearities in quasi-static and also dynamic scenarios. A multilay-

ered Bernoulli beam element using corotational kinematics was developed for this

purpose.

Chapter One introduced the problem of the PC of RC buildings, presenting ex-

amples throughout the world. The main originalities and contributions were also

presented in Chapter One, as well as the scope of the thesis. An extensive biblio-

graphic research was performed for this work and was summarized in Chapter Two.

The chapter stated the importance of the many ingredients included in the proposed

numerical approach. Chapter Three described the nonlinear dynamic formulation

of the multilayered Bernoulli beam element, including the geometrically nonlinear

kinematics, material nonlinearities, strain-rate e�ects and viscoplastic e�ects. A

quasi-static approach was assumed in Chapter Four for modelling two reinforced

concrete structures in order to establish a direct correlation between experimental

and numerical analysis. The structures were selected from the literature which pro-

vided complete information on the geometry, on the material properties and also

experimental data for comparison to the results of the numerical simulation. Chap-

ter Four also includes a summary on the correlation between the experimentally

observed material behavior and the constitutive models used in the simulations.

Chapter Five aimed at comparing the tendency for progressive collapse of two rein-

forced concrete buildings designed in accordance with the minimum requirements of

two di�erent building codes, from Europe and from Brazil. The objective was to ver-

ify if the minimum requirements of those codes were adequate structural safety and

robustness in order to prevent the occurrence of progressive collapse. The details

and assumptions made during the design process were given, as well as a summary
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of the applied numerical formulation and the material constitutive behavior.

6.1 Concluding Remarks

The formulation proposed in this work was successful in coupling the di�erent pro-

posed ingredients (geometric and material nonlinearities, in a dynamic scenario,

including strain rate e�ects and viscoplasticity). Therefore, it is fair to say that

the association of the multilayered discretization of the cross section and the coro-

tational kinematics of a Bernoulli-based beam element was also successful. This

formulation was applied to the progressive collapse analysis of reinforced concrete

buildings and produced the following results:

• to what concerns the correlation between experimental and numerical approaches,

load-displacement curves are in very good agreement with the experimentally

measured data. This indicates that the exercise of producing a numerical model

having the experimental data as base was correctly conducted;

• the experimentally observed structural behavior, as the yielding and failure of steel

reinforcement bars, concrete crushing and the development of catenary e�ects,

were correctly reproduced;

• the enhancement of the structural strength resulting from catenary e�ects was

con�rmed for both IMF (Intermediate Moment Frame) and TSM (three-story

scale model), highlighting the importance of performing geometrically nonlinear

(large displacements) analysis;

• the numerical parametric studies revealed that the failure mechanism of both IMF

and TSM was very sensitive to the variation of some key material parameters,

even though the general shape of the load-displacement curves were not severely

a�ected;

• the arti�cially introduction of the con�nement e�ect of stirrups on concrete, i.e.

the increase of maximum concrete compressive strength (f
′
c) in 20%, was signi�-

cant to the correct description of the models behavior. This statement is con�rmed

by the parametric studies which showed that, when a lower (f
′
c) was considered,

di�erent load-displacement curve and failure mechanism were observed for the

IMF and for the TSM, respectively;

• the di�erences between experimental and numerical failure of the reinforcement

bars in the IMF model were demonstrated and explained to be related to geomet-

rical and material asymmetry;
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• with respect to the comparison between building codes, larger displacements as-

sociated to lower vibrational frequencies were observed for the NBR based design

frame as a result of weaker design constraints and lower sti�ness of the structural

system, which also resulted in a higher number of plasti�ed steel sections in that

structure;

• the presence of stirrups was not (arti�cially or physically) included in the analysis

for building code comparison. However, based on the results of the correlation

between numerical an experimental approaches, it is believed that accounting

for the concrete con�nement provided by the stirrups would be bene�cial to the

integrity of the structures;

• for both NBR and Eurocode-based designs, the structural damage happened to

be localized only on the �oors immediately above the removed middle column.

However, since there was no signs of additional failure, the Allowable Collapse

Region criterion (DoD [71], EUROCODE [78]) was full�lled;

• none of the structures triggered the progressive collapse mechanism after the re-

moval of a middle column, which implies that the minimum requirements of both

codes are successful in providing structural robustness for the particular scenarios

studied here under the 2D assumption.

6.2 Perspectives for Future Works

Future research includes:

• the update of the proposed multilayered Bernoulli beam formulation to a Tim-

oshenko beam formulation in order tho model shear e�ect and the con�nement

e�ect of stirrups on concrete;

• a correlation between experimental and numerical results for models in which sud-

den column removal is considered (i.e. with strong inertial and dynamic e�ects),

permitting a closer investigation of the structural dynamic behavior and potential

strain rate e�ects;

• the updating of the structure mass matrix as a function of structural deformation,

for better representation of the physical structure;

• the modelling of other failure scenarios, including removal of internal columns

and/or columns located on di�erent �oors;

• the modelling of di�erent initial failure events in order to simulate dynamic loads

as the impact of vehicles and the explosion of a bomb;
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• the association of plasticity and damage (elastic sti�ness degradation) in the rep-

resentation of the constitutive material behavior;

• the extension of the formulation to three dimensional models which would allow

for the inclusion of the resistance introduced by the concrete slabs and also by

the out-of-plane beams;

• the inclusion of shear and torsional e�ects in a 3D scenario and the modelling

of failure along the three axes, aimed at a more complete understanding of the

phenomenon;

• the parallel implementation of the code for larger structures in order to overcome

the higher computational cost implied in three-dimensional modelling.
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Appendix B

Algorithms

B.1 Dynamic Solution algorithm

PROCESSING OF MODEL DATA

**************************************************************************

1. Structure model data

2. Load model data

3. Allocate arrays (vector of displacements, vector of displacement resi-

duals, vector of external forces, vector of internal forces, vector of

nodal velocities, vector of nodal accelerations)

4. Initialize arrays

5. Initialize deformation history

6. Compute parameters for Newmark time integration scheme

7. Get previous results (if restarting analysis)

8. Initialize the constant mass matrix for the dynamic problem

INCREMENTAL PROCEDURE

**************************************************************************

9. While the number of increments is lower than the maximum number of

increments:

a. Update number of increments

b. Read load factor and time

c. Perform Newmark prediction of nodal displacements, nodal veloc-

ities and nodal accelerations

d. Compute the vector of residual forces
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e. Start the iteration loop

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

eI. While the residual is higher than the tolerance and the

number of iterations is lower than the maximum number of

iterations:

eII. Compute structural stiffness matrix

eIII. Update the external force vector as a function of the

vector of residual displacements

eIV. Construct new iterative solution using Newmark update

formula

eV. Compute new internal nodal forces

eVI. Check convergence of the internal force vector

eVII. Compute new vector of residual forces

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

f. If convergence was achieved:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

fI. Update the vector of nodal displacements, velocities

and accelerations

fII. Process deformation history

fIII. Save reaction forces vs. displacement

fIV. Generate output

fV. Generate fibers’ output

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

g. If the increment failed to converge, refine load step
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B.2 Internal force vector algorithm

ELEMENT LEVEL

**************************************************************************

1. Load element data (number of fiber data, number of layers, number of

integration point data, number of integration points, number of element

data, shape function, number of element degrees of freedom, number of

nodes, number of nodal degrees of freedom, etc.)

2. Compute previous and current nodal coordinates

3. Compute previous and current lengths

4. Compute alpha and beta

5. Compute local displacements

6. Compute transformation matrix T and auxiliary vectors r and z

7. Compute the local coordinates (xi) and weight factors (wi) associated

to the integration points

8. For each integration point (i)

INTEGRATION POINT LEVEL

**************************************************************************

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

a. Compute the matrix of the shape function derivatives - B(i)

b. Compute generalized strains - ε(i) and χ(i)

c. Read history of the fibers

d. Compute stress resultants - M(i) and N(i) - and coherent tan-

gent stiffness matrix - Hc(i) 1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

9. Compute element stress resultants - M and N (sum of integration point

parcels)

10. Compute element internal forces

1The stress resultants are computed from the homogenization of the cross section and in-
volve the computation of normal cross sectional stresses on each �ber. A return mapping pro-
cedure is used for both concrete and steel when these materials reach non linear-inelastic lev-
els of stress.
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B.3 Sti�ness matrix algorithm

ELEMENT LEVEL

**************************************************************************

1. Load element data (number of fiber data, number of layers, number of

integration point data, number of integration points, number of element

data, shape function, number of element degrees of freedom, number of

nodes, number of nodal degrees of freedom, etc.)

2. Compute previous and current nodal coordinates

3. Compute previous and current lengths

4. Compute alpha and beta

5. Compute local displacements

6. Compute transformation matrix T and auxiliary vectors r and z

7. Compute the local coordinates (xi) and weight factors(wi) associated to

the integration points

8. For each integration point (i)

INTEGRATION POINT LEVEL

**************************************************************************

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

a. Read coherent tangent stiffness matrix from history - Hc(i)

b. Compute the matrix of the shape function derivatives - B(i)

c. Compute material stiffness matrix - Km(i)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

9. Compute element material stiffness matrix - KM
10. Read element stress resultants (N and M)

11. Compute element geometric matrix - KG
12. Compute element stiffness matrix - K = KM + KM
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